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Introduction

Let f be a cusp form for fO(N) of weight k ~ 2 with character~: (~/N~)x
and let 9 be another cusp form for fO(N) of weight t > k with character ~.
Write their Fourier expansion as
00

+

00

~ a(n)e(nz) and 9 = ~ b(n)e(nz) for e(z) = exp(2TIiZ),
n=l
n=l
and define a Dirichlet series of f and 9 by
VN(s,f,g) = (~ ~~(n)nk+t-2s-2)( r a(n)b(n)n- s ).
n=l
n=l
(n,N)=l
As in the first part [11], our object of study is the p-adic nature of the algebraic
numbers:
vN(t+m,f,g)
(0.1)
for integers m with 0 ~ m < K-t.
TI t+2m+l <f , f >

f =

00

00

In particular, we shall construct a p-adically analytic L-function of three variables~
which interpolates the values (0.1) by regarding all the ingredients m, f and g
as variables.
Let p ~ 5 be a prime number. Let 0 be a valuation ring finite flat over ~p'
We have constructed in [13] and [14] an universal Hecke algebra h(N;O), for each
positive integer N prime to p, as a subalgebra of the endomorphism algebra of p-adi(
cusp forms of level N with coefficients in 0, topologically generated by Hecke
operators T(n) tn > 0). Then, the ordinary part hOtN;O) is shown to be finite flat
over the Iwasawa algebra A = o[[r]] of the topological group r = 1 + P~p' We fix
an algebraic closure ~p of the p-adic field ~p and let ~ denote the algebraic
closure of ~ inside ~. We shall assume 0 to be a subring of Wp and fix once
-x
and for all an embedding i : ~ ~ ~. For each finite order character g: r + ~
and for each integer k, the contin~ous character of r into Wp given by y ~ ykg(y)
induces an 0-a1gebra homomorphism Pk,g of A into Wp' Let I be a normal integr;
domain finite flat over A. Replacing 0 by its finite extension in Wp if necessar:
we may assume that 0 is integrally closed in I. Let X(I) = HomO_alg(I, Wp);
i.e., X(I) is the space of all ~p-valued points of SpeC(I)/o' Let Xalg(I) be
the dense subset of X(I) (under the Zariski topology) consisting of points of X(I)
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whose restriction to A is of the form

Pk ,c._ with k ~ O. We put
and X(I;O) = X(I)IlHomO-a 1g (1, 0).

For P E Xalg(I), the integer k and the character E defined by PI~ = Pk,E will
be called the weight of P and the character of P. The weight (resp. the character)
of P will be denoted by k(P) (resp. Ep ). The exponent in p of the conductor
of Ep will be denoted by r(P) (when Ep is trivial, we shall agree to put r(P) = 1).
We fix a ~-algebra homomorphism A: hO(N;O) + I. Then A(T(n)) is an element of I,
and thus we can consider it as a function on X(I) with values in Ofp . \~e shall write
its value A(T(n))(P) as ap(n) E W. Then it is seen in [14J that there is a family
r(P) p
)) parametrized by the paints P f Xalg(I)
of cusp form fp E sk(p)(rl(NP
(k(P) ~ 2) such that the image under i : Of4 Ofp of each n-th coefficient of fp
is given by ap(n). Moreover, fp is a common eigenform of all Hecke operators
satisfying fIT(n) = ap(n)f and lap(p) Ip = 1. The function fp is called the cusp
form belonging to A at P.
For simplicity, we shall suppose that N = 1.
homomorphism A' : hO(l ;0) + I. We write

We take another A-algebra

for the cusp form belonging to A' at Q ~ Xalg (I). Let ~p and ~Q be the characters of fp and gQ' respectively. Then it is known that there exist characters
~, ; : (71/p71)x + Ofx such that ~p = Ep~w-k\P) and ~p = Ep~w-k(P) for all
P E Xa1g (I), where w is the Teichmuller character modulo p.
For each normalized common eigen form f E Sk(r,(pr)), as is known by the theory
of new forms, there exists a unique primitive form fa whose eigenvalue for T(i)
coincides with that of f for almost all primes i. This fa is called the primitive
form associated with f. We define complex numbers a(f), a'(f) and W(f) by
00

E a(pn,fo)p-ns= [(1 - a(f)p-s)(l _ a'(f)p-s)]-l

n=O
and
where foIT(n)
level of fa)
g, we take the
Rankin product

folk(~

-6)

= W(f)fb'

= a(n,fO)f and C is the conductor of f (i.e. the smallest possible
and
fg(z) = fO(-Z). For two normalized common eigenform f and
associated primitive form fa and go and define the primitive
of f and g by
V(s,f,g) = VC(f,g)(s,fo,gO)'

where Ctf,g)

is the least common multiple of the conductors of f

and

g.
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We may suppose that a(gQ) = bQ(p), a(f p) = ap(p) and a(gQ) = a(gQ)P
for the complex conjugation p. The we define some Euler factors by
~ (p)pk(P)-l
S(P)

= (1

-

Ep,Q(s) = (1

P

2

)(1 -

2)'

a(f p)

- - - - ) ( 1 - a'(fp)a(gQ)p-S)(l - fp(p)a'(fp)a'(gQ)p-s),

a(g~)a(fp)

s-l
p

) =

a(gg)a(f p)

P,Q
Ep,Q(s)

bQ(P)P

~p(p)pk(P)-2

a(f p)
f;p(P)pS-l

(s) = (1

E"

=

= Ep,Q(s)Ep,Q(s),

Let I ®OI ®OA be the p-adic completion of the tensor product I ®OI ®OA. Any
element F E 101 ®A can be consi de red as a p-adi c anal yti c functi on on
X(I) xX(I) xX(A). We shall construct an element 0 of the quotient field of
10I0A whose value at (P,Q,R) f Xalg(I) XXalg(I) XXalg(A) gives essentially the
algebraic number
V(k(Q)+k(R),fp,gg)/n(p,Q,R).
Here, as the transcebdental factor of V, we shall take
n(p,Q,R)

= (2~i)k(Q)+2k(R)-1(2i)k(P)+1~2<f~,f~>G(f;Q)'

where f~ is the primitive form associated with fp and G(f;Q) is the Gauss sum
for f;Q. (We understand that G(f;Q) = 1 if f;Q = id.) This transcendental factor
looks complicated but has an intrinsic meaning, which will be explained in §4 in the
text in the language of motives of Oeligne. More precisely, our result in a simplest
case is as follows:
" "
Theorem 1. There exists.! unigue function 0 in the guotient field of I®I~A
2!L XCI) xX(r) xX(A) with the following interpolation property: For.! point
(P,Q,R) G Xalg(I) XXalg(I) XXalg(A), we suppose that Wp = f;Q = E:R = id., and
k(P) - kfQ) > k(R) ~ 0, k(Q) > 2 and k(P) ~ 2. Then O(P,Q,R) is finite and

-

(0.2)

O(P,Q,R)

-

-

--

--

= cwS(p)-lE(P,Q,R)V(k(Q)+k(R) ,fp,gg)/n(p,Q,R),
= Ep,Q(k(Q)+k(R)), c = (-l)k(Q)r(k(Q)+k(R))r(k(R)+l)

where E(P,Q,R)
and
w = \~(9Q)W(fp)-1. ~10reover, if H f I annihilates the module of congruence of A
(for definition of this module, see §4 in the text), then H(P)O(P,Q,R) ii p-adic
analytic; namely, HOE I®I® A as a function on XCI) xX(I) xX(A).

-~-

Now we restrict O(P,Q,R) to X(I) xX(I) x Po for
write this function as D(P,Q). We know that

Po = PO,id

E

X(A)

and

E"(P,Q) = Ep,Q(k(Q)) = 1 - a(gQ)/a(f p) = 1 - AI(T(p))(Q)/A(T(p))(P)
gives an element in r ® r(since A(T(p)) E rX). When A = AI, E"(P,Q) has a trivial
zero at the diagonal divisor ~ = {(P,P) f x(r)2 I P E X(I)}. Now we ask whether
the function OI(P,Q) = O(P,Q)/E"(P,Q) has a pole at ~ or not. To give an answer
to this question, we fix a topological generator u of r and identify A ® A
wi th the power seri es ri ng O[[X, YJJ naturally. We also regard A®A as a suba 1gebra
of r ®1. Then ~ is defi ned by the equati on X = Y.
A

Theorem II. Suppose that A = AI. Then 0 1 has ~ simole ~ at ~; namely, we
have
((X_Y)OI )(P,Q) Ip=Q = (l+Y(P))P~l log(u)
if P is non-critical.
(We say that P is non-critical if P is outside the support of the module of
congruence of A in x(r).)
Here are some remarks about the theorems: The p-adic interpolation along the
cyclotomic line (i.e. the line of the variable R) of our type of zeta functions
was first obtained by Panciskin [24J in a different method from ours; thus, our
result extend the domain of' the interpolation to the spectrum of the Hecke algebras.
We shall give a formulation of Theorems I and II in §5 Example d in full generality,
where we shall state the result valid for A and AI with arbitrary level and give
the similar evaluation of the function O(P,Q,R) at any algebraic point without
assuming that ~P = ~Q = 8 R = id .. Since every primitive form f with la(p) Ip = 1
belongs to a homomorphism A of above type, Theorem I is general enough to give a
p-adic interpolation of the values (0.1) for any pair of primitive forms f and 9
with
la(p) Ip = Ib(p)lp = 1 of different weight. If T = A, we may identify
A®A0A with O[[X,Y,Z]] by fixing a topological generator u of r. Then the
function O(P,Q,R) is given by a quotient of power series F(X,Y,Z)/H(X) so that
O(P k,8 ,PoN,U.r'P m,{,) = F(e(U)U k-1.8(U)U,I(,-1,y(u)u m-l)/H(e(u)u k_1).
Thus in this case, the p-adic L-function D is a usual Iwasawa function of three
variables. However, there are examples of A whose values cannot be contained in
A [12, §4J. Thus, in general, D may not be an Iwasawa function but ;s a function
on a covering space (of finite degree) over Spec(O([X,Y,Z]J). Theorem II may be
considered as a p-adic analogue of the well known residue formula [30, 2.5]:

r
-:)-

.c
Ress=kV ( s,f,f p) = r ()-1
k C-2 22k 1T k+l <I,f>r
(C)

(if

C>2),

1

where C is the conductor of the primitive form

f.

We shall now give a summary of the content of each section. In §l, we give a
short account of several operations in the space of p-adic modular forms which will be
used to define the convolution product of p-adic measures. After that we shall prove
the duality between the space of p-adic modular forms and Heeke algebras (Th.l.3).
In §2, we shall give a characterization of the space of p-adic cusp forms (Th.2.2)
which may be viewed as a p-adic analogue of the classical cuspida1 condition. In §3,
we shall generalize the measure theory over A to that over the integral extension I.
After giving a brief summary of the theory of modules of congruence in §4, we shall
state our main result in full generality in §5. In fact, our method is applicable
to a rather wide class of measures ~,satisfying certain algebraicity conditions
(cf. (5.la,b,c)), on a p-adic space X with values in the space of p-adic modular
forms. We shall establish a p-adic interpolation of the values V(m,fp'~(¢)) by
varying m, locally constant functions ¢ on X and P c Xalg(I) (Th.5.l). From
this general result, we shall deduce Theorems I and I~ as well as a generalization
of the result in the first part [11J on theta measures. Aftergiving in §6 some facts
on real analytic Eisenstein series for our later use, we develop a theory of p-adic
Rankin convolution of measures in §§7 and 8. The final section §9 is devoted to the
proof of tbe main results.
In the first draft of this paper, the values of the p-adic L-function D(P,Q,R)
as in Th.I was given in a much more complicated form without uniformity. The simplification of the expression, especially the introduction of the Euler factor
E(P,Q,R), is due to B. Perrin-Riou. The author is very much thankful for her
careful reading of the manuscript.
Notation. We shall use the notation introduced in [11J and [14]. For each matrix
a. = (~ ~) E GLZ(]R) with det(a.) > 0, we define an operation (of weight k E?l) on
functions on the Poincare upper half plane H with values in ~ by
(flka.)(z) = det(a.)k/Zf(~~:~)(CZ+d)-k. For each congruence subgroup ~ of SLZ(?l),
we denote by Mk(~) (resp. Sk(~)) the space of holomorphic modular forms (resp.
holomorphic cusp forms) for ~ of weight k. For each character W : ~ + ~x of
finite order, we put

Mk(~'W)

=

{f

E

Mk(Ker(w))

Sk(~'w) = Mk(~'W) f1

! flky

=

Sk(Ker(W)).

w(y)f for all

YE~},

r
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For each f

f

Sk(6,~)

and 9 E Mk(6,~), the Petersson inner product is defined by

<f,g>6
When 6

= rO(N),

f E Mk(rl(N))

=

f 6\H

fTZ)g(z)yk-2dxdy,

we write <f,g>N

for

<f,g>r (N)'

o

The Fourier expansion of each

is always written as
ro

~ a(n,f)qn
for q = exp(2~iz),
n=O
Throughout the paper, we fix an embedding i : W~ W.
Thus every algebraic number
p
can be viewed as a complex number as well as a p-adic number in Wp uniquely. The
normalized p-adic absolute value of x ~ Wp will be written as Ixlp'

f:

Contents.
§O. Introduction.
§l, Hecke algebras and p-adic modular forms.
§2. The projection to the ordinary part.
§3. A generalization of p-adic measure theory.
§4. Modules of congruences.
§5. Arithmetic measures and the main results.
§6. Real analytic Eisenstein series and the holomorphic projection.
§7. Duality theorem.
§8. Convoluted measures.
§9. Proof of Theorems 5.1, S.ld and S.ld'.

§1. Hecke algebras and

p-adic modular forms.

We shall give here a brief account of the theory of p-adic modular forms and
their Hecke algebras. We shall refer to our previous papers [l1J, [13J and [14J for
the results stated here without proof.
Let
we put

~

be a congruence subgroup of

SL2(~)

Mk(~;A)

=

{fEMk(~)la(n,f)EA

Sk(~;A)

=

Sk(~)

and for any subalgebra A of [ ,

for all

n}

n Mk(~;A) .

For each (abelian) character of finite order ~: ~ ~ AX , put
Mk(~,~;A)

=

Sk (~ , ~ ; A)

=\

Now we shall suppose that
(1.1)

Mk(Ker(~)
(~ ,~)

;A) n Mk(~'~)

n Mk (~ , ~ ; A) •

is of the following form :

~

{(~ ~)ESL2(~)1 c= 0 mod N, b= 0 mod M a=d= 1 mod t}

~

for positive integers Nand M and a divisor t of M"N . Let us take aJ extension Ko/~ in ~,and let K be the topological closure of Ko in Wp. We put
Mk(~;K)

= Mk(~;Ko)~K K , Mk(~,~;K) = Mk(~,~;Ko)~K K ,
o
0
Sk(~;K) = Sk(~;K )~K K , Sk(~,~;K) = Sk(~,~;Ko)~K K .
o

0

0

These spaces depend only on K and are independent of the choice of the dense
subfield Ko. By using q-expansions, we may consider these spaces inside the
formal power series ring K[[ql/M]] (if ~ is of the form (1.1)). For each j)O, put
.

MJ(~;K) =

j
ED

k=O

One may take these sums inside
inside K[[ql/M]]
M(~; K)

S(~;K)

=
=

.

j

Mk(~;K) , SJ(~;K) = ~

j=l

Sk(~;K) .

K[[ql/M]] , and we shall take inductive limits

Moo(~; K)
Soo(~;K)

j
im M (~; K)
= 1~
J
= 1i m sj (~; K)
J
~

00

!:.!

~

k=O
00

!:.!

ED

k=l

Mk(~;K)
\(~;K)

.
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We shall define a p-adic norm on these spaces by
If I = Sup la(n,f)1
if' f = ~ a(n,f)qn/M.
p
n
P
n=O
Let M(~;K) (resp. S(~;K)) be the completion of M(~;K) (resp. S(~;K)) under
this norm inside K[[q1/M]) . They are K-Banach spaces. Let OK be the p-adic
integer ring of K and put Mk(~;OK) = Mk(~;K)n 0K[[ql/M]],

Sk(~;OK) = Sk(~;K) n 0K[[q1/M]] , Mj(~;OK) = Mj(~;K) n 0K[[ql/M]],

sj(~;OK) = Sj(~;K) n 0K[[q1/M]] for

j

= 1,2, ...

,00

,

M(~;OK) = M(~;K) n 0K[[q1/M]] , S(~;OK) = S(~;K) n 0K[[q1/M]] .
The space S(~;OK) (resp. M(~;OK)) is the completion of S~(~;OK) (resp.
M~(~;OK)) under the norm I Ip . Let M and N be positive integers prime to
and put
fO(Npr,M) = {(~ ~)ESL2(?l)1 b=O mod M, c=O mod Npr}
f 1(Np r,M) = {(~ ~) E fo(Npr,M)

I a= d=

1 mod MNpr}

fo(Npr) = f ( Np r,1) , f ( Np r) = f ( Np r,1)
o
1
1
f ( N)

= {( ~

and

~) E f 0 ( N,N) I a = d = 1 mod N} .

It is known by Katz that as subspaces of 0K[[Q1/M]]
(1.2)
for

s(~n f 1(pr);OK) = S(~;OK),M(~n f (pr);OK)
1
~=f1(N),

= M(~;OK)

r 1(N,M) and f(N).

A proof of (1.2) may be found in [13, (10gb) and Cor. 1.2] for f 1(N) and in [20,
noon
5.6.3] for f(N). The operator [M] : E anq~ ~ E anq induces an isomorphis
n=O
n=O
S(r 1(N,M);OK) ~ S(r 1(MN);OK) (resp. M(r 1(N,M);OK) ~ M(r 1(MN);OK)) ; hence, (1.2)
00

is true for ~ = r 1(N,M). We shall write M(N;OK) and S(N,OK)
and S(f 1(N);OK). We put, for AcO: or A=K, OK'
Sk(NpOO;A)

= liW
r

Sk(fl(Npr);A),Mk(Npoo;A) = ~ Mk(f 1( Np r);A)
r

By (1.2), we have natural inclusions
(1. 3)

for M(r 1(N);OK)

-9-

We shall now introduce several operations on M(N;OK)
I. The action of ZN:
Put ZN = .l;!.!!! (7lINp r 7l( = 7l~ x(7l/N 7l)x • For each element ZE ZN ' we shall write
r

zp

for its projection in 7l~ (resp. (7lIN 7l)x). We let zE ZN act on

(resp. zo)

Mk(f 1(Np r);K)

by f ~ flz=Z~flkOz ' where 0zESL 2 (7l)

and Mk(f(N)nf 1(pr);K)
-1

is a matrix with a = (Zo 0) mod Npr . We let z act on M(6;K) as follows: for
.
Z
Z
k
f = ~ fk wlth fk ~ Mk(6;K), flz = ~ zpfklkoz' This action preserves M(6;OK)'
extends to M(6;OK) and S(6;OK) for 6 = f 1(N) or f(N) by continuity and
induces the original action on Mk(f , (Np r);OK) and Sk(f , (Np r);OK) under the
inclusion (1.3) (this fact is due to Katz; see [20, 5.3] and [13, §3]). Via the
natural projection: 7l ~ (7lINpr7l), any integer n prime to Np can be considered
as an element of ZN'
II. The action of Hecke operators

T(n) :

We shall define, for each positive integer n , the Hecke operator T(n)
effect on q-expansion coefficients :
(1.4a)

a(m,fIT(n)) =

,t-1 a (mn/,t2,fl,t)

2:

by its

for fEM(N;OK) ,

O<,t\m,,t\n
(,t,Np)=1
where fl,t is the image of f under the action of the integer ,t as an element of
ZN . We can easily deduce from (1.4a)
(1. 4b)

By definition, T(n) induces the usual Hecke operator on Mk(f 1(Np r);K) for each k
and r~ 1 and preserves M(fl(Npr);OK) since the action of ZN respects OK-integral
forms. Then by continuity~ T(n) extends automatically on M(N;OK)' Of course, T(n)
respects S(N;OK) and SJ(f 1(N{);OK) for r=1, ...
and j=1, ...
,00

II 1. The operator

[t]

for 0 < t E ~x

,00.

:

If 6 is of type (1 .1), 6' = (t0 s0)-16(t0 s0) n SL 2 (7l) is again of type (1.1) for
each pair of positive integers t and s . Define for each fEM(6;OK) with
f =

00

n

2:

a ( n , f) qM

n=O
fl [tis] =

00

2:

n=O

a(n,f)q

nt
Ms
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Obsiously this operation preserves OK-integral forms and induces a linear map of
Mk(6;K) into M (6 1 ;K) for each k. Thus by continuity, we have an OK-linear
k
map :

This map

[tis] is obviously injective.
SL2(~/L~):

IV. The action of
Let

M and

N be positive integers prime to

p, and put

fix a primitive L-th root of unity sL ' and suppose that
known that the action: f ~ flky with yE SL2(~) leaves

L = MN . We shall

sL E K. Then it is
Mk(r(L);K) stable and

factors thr~gh SL2(~/L~)~
We let SL2(~/L~) act on M(r(L);K) and S(r(L);K) diagonally; namely, for
f = 1: fk with fk E Mk(r(L);K), flY = 1: fklky. This action preserves OK-integral
k
k
forms [13, §1] and extends to an action on M(r(L);OK) and S(r(L);OK) by continuity.
This action is given on Mk(r1(Npr;M);K) under the embedding (1.2) as follows: For
-

-

YfSL2(1Z/L~),

r

we choose y E SL2(~) such that y == y mod Land y=l mod p .
T~en ~'1e have flY = fl kY for f E Mk(r 1 (Npr ;M) ;K).
V. Trace morphisms:
Let M, Nand L as above, and let 1jJ: (?Z/Np ?Z)x ~ O~ be a character.
each

ZL ~ r x (~/Lp?Z/ and L = MN , we may consi der tjJ
(~/Lp?Z)X or ZL • Let 6 denote either of r,(N)' r(N)

Since

acts naturally on

M(6;OK)' the subgroup

(?Z/Lp?Z/

M(6;OK)[1jJ] = {fEM(6;OK)l f ll;=tjJ(l;)f

for

as a character of
or r,(N,M). Since

acts on

ZL

M(6;OK)' Put

l;E (?Z/LP?Z)xc::Z L} ,

S(6;OK) [tjJ] = M(6;OK) [tjJ] n S(6;OK) •
Let
E : r

w be the Teichmuller character defined on
+

O~

be a finite order character of

that is, Ker(E) = l+pr~. For
p
(l: (?Z/Npr?Z)x~O~, write

~x

p
r = 1 + P~p

(a bd)Er (Npr)
c
a

n

by w(x) = lim xP

and let

n~

of conductor

pr

for

r ~ 1

and each character

(l(~ ~) = (l(d) •
Then

(l gives a character of

either of

fo(NpS)

l;E (?Z/LP?Z)xc::Z

L

'

or

ro(Npr)

and

ro{Npr,M). For each

fo(Nps,M). Note that if

s~ r , let

fE M (6,EtjIw-k;OK)' then for
k

6

be
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since

w(d = r;;

and

dd = 1

s

Mk(ro(Np ),£~w

(1. 5)

Mk(ro(Nps
Let

as characters of

-k

ZL. This shows

;OK) c M(N;OK)[~] ,

,M)~£~w-k;OK)

M(r1(N,M);OK)[~]

c

R be a complete representativE set for
rO(Npr) =

II

•

ro(Npr,M)\ro(Npr); thus,

ro(Npr,M)y.

YER
We may suppose that
Then we see that
to

y= 1 mod pr

aCyl = 1jJ(y)

for all

= 1jJL (y)

yER. Write simply

for

yE R ,where

1jJL

a

£~w-k.

for

is the restriction of

1jJ

(71/L 7l)x • We shall define a trace map
Tr / : MkCro(Npr,M),a;OK) ~ Mk(ro(Npr),a;OK)
L N
fITr L/ N

by

Recall that

= ~

yER

z

p

1
1jJL (Y)fl kY •

(resp. zO) is the projection of

Then the action of

Zo E (71/L 7l)

Z

x-

on

ZL

E

7l;

in

(resp. (71/L71().

coincides with that of

M(r(L) ;OK)

-1

(~ o ~ 0) E SL 2 (71/L 7l)
of

b.

in

by defi ni t ion. For any

that

R=

{ylyE R}

Lemma 1.1. Put

y

m(r1(Np,M),~;K)

m(r1(Np,M),~;OK)

1

for the image of

yE R in

gives a complete representative set for
k
= : Mk(ro(NP,M) ,1)Jw- ;K)
k=O

m(r (NP,M),1)J;K)nO ([q1/M]] • Let
1
K
of

1

2

ro(Npr,M) = fo(N,M). If we write

2

r , r ( Np r,M) = r (N,M)

SL (71/L71). Note that for every

for the norm

iii(r (Np,M),1)J;OK)

SL (71/L71), we see
2

ro(N,M)\ro(N).
and

m(r (NP,M),1jJ;OK) =
1
0K[[q1/M]]

I Ip • Then we have that

°

in

Proof. Put

~ = {r;;E ?t1r;;P-1
= 1}
p

and

the image

and

be the completion in

1

iii(r (Np,M),1)J;OK) = M(r (N,M),OK)[1jJ]
1
1
IJ. = r (N,M) n ro(p)
1

E

b. c SL (71) , we denote by

K[ [q 1/M]] •

Then, we can decompose, according to the action of

p-2
M(r (Np,M);A) =
1

$

a=O

p-2
M(r (NP,M);A) =
1

~

a=O

~

•

, for

A= OK

a
M(r (NP,M);A)[w ] ,
1
a
M(r (NP,M);A)[w ]
1

and

K,
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where on the subspace indicated by twa] ,~ acts via the character wa . Note
a = @ Mk(~'wa-k ;K) and
that M(r 1(Np,M);K)[w]
k=O
00

M(f 1(NP,M);OK)[wa ] = M(r (NP,M);K)[wa ]n° K[[q1/M]] .
1
Let 1/J p be the restriction of 1/J to (7l../p7l..t. Then 1/J = wa for a suitable a .
. P
This shows that M(f 1(NP,M);OK)[1/J pJ is dense in M(r 1(NP,M);OK)[1/J pJ • We may define
a trace map
Tr : M(r 1(NP,M);K)[1/Jp]
by flTr =

_~

yE~\ro(N,M)

This map sends
and is uniformely
before the lemma,
induces a map of
a map

~

M(r(L),K)

1/JL(y)-1 f1y .

M(f 1(NP,M);A)[1/Jp] into M(f 1(N,M);A)[1/J] for A= OK and K
continuous. On the other hand, Tr induces the trace map, defined
of Mk(~,wa-k;K) onto M (r (NP,M),1/Jw- k ;K) for each k and hen(
k o
M(r 1(NP,M);K)[1/J pJ into m(r (NP,M),1/J;K). By continuity, we have
1
Tr : M(r 1(NP,M);K)[1/Jp] ~ m(r 1(NP,M),1/J;K) .

On m(r1(NP,M)~1/J;K), Tr is merely the mu1tiplication by [[o(Np,M):E] and hence is
surjective. If one considers Tr as a map of M(~;K)[1/J J into M(r(L);K), it is
p
surjective onto M(r 1 (N,M);K)[1/J] by the same argument. This shows that
m(r,(NP,M),1/J;K) = M(r 1(N,M);K)[1/J]
and therefore, m(f 1(Np,M),1/J;OK) = M(r (N,M);OK)[1/J) .
1
By this lemma, we can define
Tr L/ N : M(r 1(N,M);OK)[1/J] ~M(N;OK)[1/J]
by fITr L/ N = L_ 1/JL(y)-1 f1y , where
yER
[o(N,M)\fo(N)

R

is a complete representative set for

in SL (7l../L7l..). We have a commutative diagram for each pair
2

(1. 6)

Tr L/ N
where the vertical arrows indicate the embeddings of (1.2).

(k,e:)
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VI. The twisted trace operator TL/N :
Let L be a positive integer prime to p and N be a divisor of L . Note
that (~~)-1r1(L)(~~) = r 1(N,L/N) and we know from III that the map [N/J]
sends

M(L;OK) [ljJ] into M(r 1(N,L/N) ;OK) [ljJ]

for each character ljJ: (?l/Np?lt ~ O~

We shall define the operator TL/N : U(L;OK)[ljJ]
as the composition of

[NIL] : M(L;OK)[ljJ]

U(N;OK)[ljJ]

+

~ M(I'1

(N ,LIN) ;OK)[ljJ]

and of

Tr L/N : M(r 1(N,L/N);OK)[ljJ] ~ M(N;OK)[ljJ] . When we denote by R a complete representative set for r o(Npr,L/N)\r 0 (Npr), we have a disjoint decomposition

From this combined with (1.6), we have a commutative diagram for each pair
(1. 7)

where the operator of the lower line is defined by
r

10
r
f\[ro(Lp )(0 L/N)ro(NP )]

k

= (LIN)

2- 1

L

yER

1 0
f\k(O L/N)Y •

VII. The twisting operator for each Dirichlet character X:
Let Nand M be positive integers prime to p and let
X: (71/Mpr71t ~ O~ be a character. For each fEM k(r 1(N);K), put
(1.8)

fix

=

00

L

X(n)a(n,f)q

n

,

n=O

where we put X(n) = 0 if (n,Mpr) > 1 • Then it is well known that
flxEMk(r1(NM2p2r);K) and this induces an operator
2
X : M(N;OK) ~ M(NM ;OK)

given by the formula (1.8).

(k,~)
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VIII. Differentiation:
is known that the differential operator d = qdd : 0K[[q]] ~ 0K[[q]]
q
preserves the spaces M{N;OK) (in fact, it takes M{N;OK) into S(N;OK) ; cf.
[11, 5.8] and Cor. 2.3 in the text). We note the following relations
It

Xod = doX, doT(n) = nT(n)od , do[t] = t[t1od
do[z] = i~[i]od for ZEZ N .

(1.9)

(for 0< tE 7l) and

Let V be a subspace of M{N;OK) (of finite rank over OK) stable under the
Hecke operators in II. We shall define the Hecke algebra h{V) of V by the
0K-subalgebra of the OK-linear endomorphism algebra of V generated by T(n)
for all n> 0 . We write hk{Ll,1jJ;OK) for h{Sk(Ll,1jJ;OK)) (for Ll with
f 1{N)::JLl::Jf 1( Np r)) and hj (f ( Np r);OK) for h(sj(f ( Np r);OK)). The restriction of
1
1
i
operators in h (f { Npr);OK) to the subspace sj(f { Np r);OK) of Si{f ( Npf);OK)
1

1

for each pair i > j gives a surjective OK-algebra
j
hi (f ( Np r);OK) ~ h (f ( Np r);OK). Define
1

1

homomorphism

1

h(N;OK)

= ~~m
J

j
h (f 1(NP);OK) .

Naturally h{N;OK) acts on SOO(f 1(NP);OK)' and by the uniform continuity, its
action extends to S(N;OK). The restriction of operators in h(N;OK) to the
subspace VcS(N;OK) gives a surjective OK-algebra homomorphism
~

PV: h(N;OK)

h(V) •

Especially, by (1.2), hj (f 1( Np r);OK)' h (f ( Np r);OK) and hk(fo(Npr),£1jJw-k;OK)
k 1
are residue algebras of h(N;OK). By (1.4b), each element of- -ZN induces
an endomorphism of S(N;OK) which belongs to h(N;OK) ; thus, we have a continuous
character ~ ZN ~ h(N;OK), which induces an OK-algebra homomorphism of the
continuous group algebra 0K[[ZN]] = ~im 0K[(?l/ Np r 71 t]
into h(N;OK). Let
l\.K = 0K[ [r]]
decomposition

r

denote the conti nuous group al gebra of
ZN

c::!

rx

(?l/Np?lt

r = 1+P?lp . Then the canoni ca 1

induces an algebra isomorphism

0K[[ZN]] ~ AK"O 0K[(?l/NP?lt] •
K

In particular, h(N;OK)

is a AK-algebra.

We shall now define a pairing
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(1.10)

< , > : h(V)

x

V -+ OK by <h,f> = a(1,flh) .

In particular, we include the case V= S(N;OK)' and in this case, we just put
h(V) = h(N;OK)'
Proposition 1.2. Let V be a subspace of S(N;OK)' and suppose that
(i)

V is free of finite rank over OK;

(ii)

V(K) n 0K[[q]] = V for V(K) = V®O Kc: K[[q]]
K

(iii) V is stable under T(n)

for all

n> 0 .

Then the pairing (1.10) is perfect; namely, it induces isomorphisms::
h(V) ~HomO (V,OK) and V ~ HomO (h(V),OK)'
K
K
Proof. We shall firstly show the non-degeneracy of the pairing on h(V;K) and
V(K) for h(V;K) = h(V)®O K . By (1.4a), we have a formula: a(m,f) = <T(m),f>
K

for all m> 0 . If <h,f>= 0 for all hE h(V;K), then a(m,f) = 0 for all m> 0
and thus f= 0 . Conversely, if <h,f>= 0 for all fE V(K), then
0= <h,fIT(m» = a(l,fIT(m)h) = a(l,flhT(m)) = <T(m),flh> = a(m,flh) for all m>O.
This shows that flh= 0 for all fE V(K) and thus h= 0 as operator on V(K).
We shall next show that V ~ HomO (h(V),OK)' which is sufficient for the assertion
K

since OK is a discrete valuation ring. By the non-degeneracy already proven, the
induced map by the pairing from V to HomO (h(V);OK) is injective; so, we shall
K

prove the surjectivity. For each linear form cp: h(V) ~ OK ' we can find fE V(K)
so that cp(h) = <h,f> for all hE h(V). Note that for all m> 0 ,
a(m,f) = <T(m),f> = cp(T(m))EO K and thus fEV(K)nOK[[q]] = V. This finishes
the proof.
Theore~

1.3. The pairing (1.10) induces isomorphisms:
h(N;OK) ~ HomO (S(N;OK)~OK) and S(N;OK) ~ HomO (h(N;OK),OK)'
K
K
Proof. By Prop. 1.2, the pairing induces:

We then know that

-ib-

h{N;OK) = ~}m HOm (sj(f 1(NP);OK),OK)
OK

=HOmOK('}~ Sj(f 1(NP);OK),OK)

([1, 11.6.6, Prop. 11])

= HomO (SOO(f 1(NP);OK) ,OK)
K

=HomO K(S(f 1(Np);OK),OK)

.

The last equality follows from the uniform continuity of every linear form on
SOO(f 1(NP);OK) (with values in OK). On the other hand, by Prop. 1.2 or [7, Th. 2.2]
the pairing induces: for every m)Q ,

C1. 11 )
In fact, by Prop.' .2, we know that
HomO (hj(f,(NP);OK)' 0K/pmOK)
K
Note that

= sj(r,(NP) ;OK)

®O 0K/pmOK·

K

HomO (hj(f,(NP);OK)' 0K/pm OK ) = HomO /pmO (hj(f,(NP);OK/pmOK)' 0K/pmOK)·
KKK
The above module is nothing but the Pontryagin dual module of hj(f,(NP);OK/pm OK ).
Then the perfectness of the Pontryag;n duality shows that
ljm HomOK/pmOK(hj(r1(NP);OK/pmOK)' 0K/pmOK)

= HomOK/pmOK(J}m
= HomO

(h(NP;OK)' 0K/pmOK )·

K

This shows (1.11).
S(N;OK)

hj(f,(NP);OK/pmO K), 0K/pmOK)

By definition, we know that

=~

(SOO(r1(NP);OK)~O 0K/pmOK)
m
K
~~ HomO (h(N;OK),OK/pmOK)
K
~ HomO (h(N;OK)'~ 0K/pmOK)

K

m
= HomO (h(N;OK),OK) •
K

This shows the assertion.

([1, 11.6.3, Prop. 5])
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§2. The projection to the ordinary part.
We shall begin with the definition of the projection to the ordinary part,
j
which is an idempotent e in h(N;OK)' Since h (r 1(NP);OK) is free of finite
rank over OK for each j > a , it is a product of 1oca 1 ri ngs ; so we write

°

j

h (r 1(N p) ; K)

=IT R
R

for local rings R. Let m(R) be the unique maximal ideal of R. We say that R
is ordinary if T(p) ¢ m(R) (i.e. the projection of T(p) in R is a unit
i~ R). Let hj (r 1(NP);OK)0 be the product of all ordinary local factors of
hJ (r 1(NP);OK)' We denote by e j the idempotent in hj(fl(NP);OK) corresponding
j
to h (r 1(NP);OK)0. By definition, hj (r 1(NP);OK)o is the biggest factor of
hj (r (NP);OK) on which the image of T(p) is a unit, and thus the'natural projection
1
of
hi (r 1(NP);OK) onto hj (r 1(NP);OK) for each pair i>j send e i to ej . Put
e

=

lim e.Eh(N;OK)
-yJ

,

which is an idempotent characterized by the fact that eT(p) is a unit in
eh(N;OK) and (1-e)T(p) is topologically nilpotent. Let us write hO(N;OK) for
eh(N;OK)' which is a AK-algebra as well as an 0K[[ZN]]-algebra, and also write
SO(N;OK) for eS(N;OK)' Similarly, we shall define the ordinary parts

h~(r1(Npr);OK) and h~(Ll,1jJ;OK) for Ll such that r1(N)nro(P)::lLl::lr1(Npr) by
the biggest direct factor of the original Hecke algebra on which the image of T(p)
is a unit.
is an element of 1 + PZZp' we denote by 1 (y) its image in the group
f embedded tautologically in AK. We choose and fix a topological generator u
of 1 + pZZp' We shall simply write IIU for the corresponding p-adic number.
Put
r-1
kp r-1
P
wk,r = t{u
) _u
EAK for O~ kEZZ.
If

y

Il

Then the correspondence: l(U) ~ U~l(U) gives an isomorphism of OK-algebra :
AK/w k, rAK ~ OK [ r Ir r]' Wher~ r r = r P :: 1 + pZZp' For each fi ni te order char~cter
e:: r ~ OK of conductor p and for each integer k ,put Pk,e: = t{u)-u du) E AK .
Then the assignment: l(U) ~ uke:(u) induces an isomorphism: AK/Pk,e:AK ~ OK .
We defi ne a congruence subgroup for each a <r E 71. by ~r = r0 (pr) n r 1(Np). Then
a b
a b
x
if we put d c d) = E(d) for (c d) E<l)r ' e:: ~r ~ OK gives a character. The
following fact is proven in [13, §3] and [14, §1] :
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose tha-c p ~ 5. Then iLO(N;QK) i.?. free of finite rank over i\K' and
the natural morphisms of h(N;OK) onto hk(rl(Npr);OK) and onto hk(¢r,s;OK) induce
isomorphisms for each k ~ 2, s:f + O~ and r ~ 1:
hO(N;OK)/wk,rho(N;OK) :: h~(rl(Npr);OK)'
which take T(n)

of h(N;OK)

to T(n)

hO(N;OK)/Pk,£ho(N;OK)

= h~(¢r,£;OK)'

of the riaht-hand side.

We shall now discuss about the p-adic cuspidal condition. Let
U = {±(6 ~) 1 u e- Zl/NZl} and S = U\SL Z(71/N71)/U. By the map: SL 2 (ZZ/NZZ) 3 Y t+ y(oo),
we can identify S with the set of al' cusps of Xl(N). Fix a primitive root of unity
L;N ~ or and suppose that L;N E- K. As seen in §l.IV, SLZ(ZZ/NZZ) naturally acts on
M(r(N);OK)' It is known that M(N;OK) = M(r(N);OK)U = HO(U, M(r(N);OK)) (e.g. [13, §1]).
Thus for any y E SL Z(71/NZZ), the number a(O,fly) for each f €: M(N;OK) only depends
on the double coset UyU. Thus for each (s,z) E S x
we may define

zz;,

o(f)(s,z)

= a(O,flzy),

zz;

where z r:
acts on f as an element of ZN (§ 1 . I) and s = UyU with y E SL Z(ZZ/NZZ) .
x
Note that the action of Z E ZZp and y ~ SL Z(ZZ/N71) commutes each other, because
Z
has no component on (ZZ/N71)x. Since the action of
is continuous under the
norm lip' the function o(f) : S x 7l; + OK is also continuous. Let C(S x ZZ;;OK)
be the p-adi c Banach space of a11 conti nuous functi on on S x ZZX wi th the uni form
x
x
p
norm I!<P!! = supl<p(s,z)!p' ~Je let ZZp act on C(SxZZ ;OK) by (<plz)(s,x) = cp(s,zx).

zz;

p

s,Z

Then, we have a continuous morphism of 0K[(ZZ;JJ-modules a : M(N;OK) + C(s x 7l;;OK)'
Consider the tower of modular curves: + x,(Npr) + X,(Npr-l) + •.. + X,(N). Then the
set of all unramified cusps over S forms a homogeneous space under the action of
7l;(CZ N); namely, we have a natural isomorphism:
{unramified cusps of Xl (Npr)} :: (ZZ/prZZ)x x S.
Roughly speaking, the set of all cusps on the irreducible component of the reduction
of X,(Npr) mod p corresponding to the valuation: f ~ Iflp of the modular function
field ~(Xl(Npr)) is exactly the image of the set of unramified cusps on X,(Npr).
Thus the above map a is nothing but the evaluation of p-adic modular forms at these
cusps, and naturally, we have the following result:
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that
x
°K[[71 p]J-modules:

L;N

~

0 - S(N;OK) -

K.

Then, we have
M(N;OK) -

Moreover, the action of e 2.!!. C(S x ZZ;;OK)
the identity action; namely, we have that

~

natural exact sequence of

C(S xZZ;;OK) - - 0.
induced.Qy the above exact seguence is
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Proof. Since
C(S x ;l~; OK)

M(N;OK) = M(N;;lp[I;;N])~;lJI;;N]OK

= C(S x ;l~;

;lp[I;;N] )@;l [I;; ]OK ' we may suppose that

N

p

F = 0K/pOK ' which is a finite field;
W of

and

F.

Thus, we erite

OK

W for OK'

M(N;A) = M(N;W)®vJ A • Put

manner as

and
OK

= ;lp[I;;N]

• Let

is isomorphic to the ring of Witt vectors

We also write for any torsion

W-module A

S' = SL (;l/N;l)/U , and define, in exactly the same

2

0, the map
0' : M(r(N) ;W) ~ C(S' x ;l~ ; W) •

We let

SL (;l/N;l)

act on

2

equivariant under

C(S' x ;l;; W)

SL (;l/N;l).

2

M(r(N);W)U

U is prime-to

surjectivity of

0

follows from that of

=~
r

Wr =W/prW and

= <p(ys,z).

M(r(N) ;W )
r

= C(Sx ;lp;

, C(S' x ;l;; W)U

p, we have

M(r(N);W)
where

(<ply)(s,z)

Then

0'

is

Note that

= M(N;W)

As the order of

by

Hl(U, Ker(o'))

= 0,

W),
and therefore the

0'. We have that
M(r(N);W ) ,
r

= M(r(N) ;W)®WW r

• Similarly,

C(S' x ;lxp; W) = lim C(S' x;lx; W ). If the induced map
~
p r
0' : M(r(N) ,W ) ~ C(S' x ;lx; W )
r
r
-.. .
p r
is surjective for every
0'

r , then the image of

0'

is dense and compact, and hence

II p

is surjective (as a Banach space under the nonn

The su~ectivity of

o~

follows from that of

finiteness assumption over
the maximal ideal of

Wr

V1,n

Wr

0

1

,M(r(N) ,W)

is compact).

by Nakayama's lemma. (The

is not necessary for applying Nakayama's lemma, since

is nilpotent [2, 11.3.2]). Write

= M(r( N), IF/ n

for

rn

= 1+pnzp

•

Note that we have natural isomorphisms :
C(S'x ;l;;IF) ~ C(S'x ;lp; W)~lF
Thus

01

induces

C(S'x ;l~;IF)

=~
n

and

C(S'x ;l;;lF)

rn

n

=:: C(S'x (;lj P ;lj;IF) •

01,n: V ,n ~ C(S' x (;l/pn;lt;IF). Since
1
C(S'x (;ljpn;lt;IF)

and

M(r(N);lF)

= liW
n

V ,n ' the surjectivity
1

-20of 8i follows from that of 8i,n for each n. We are now reduced to prove that
81,n : Vl,n -+ C(S'x(ZZ/pnZZ(;lF) is surjective. For a while, we suppose that N f 3
Then the ring

V n
1,

for

n ~ 1 coincides with that defined by Katz in (19, 1.4]
-

under the same symbol. Put

~x

R

= V1 ,0 = M(r(N),IF)

p and

S1

= Spec(R),

T1,n = spec(V 1 ,n)' Then R is a Dedekind domain and T1 ,n is a Galois (etale)
covering of S1 with group (~/pn ~t
The evaluation: R3 f 1-+ a(O,fly) for

.

each s = yU gi ves di sti nct 1F -va 1ued poi nts of S1 for each s E S'. We identify
S' with the set of these poi nts. By [19, (1.2.1)], each poi nt of 5' is decomposed
completely in T1 ,n ' and the set of all points of T1 ,n over each s E 5' is
isomorphic to (~/pn~)x , and the Galois group Gal(T1,n/S1) ~ (~/pn?lt acts on
this set via the natural permutation [19, (1.2.3)]. Therefore, the set of points of
T1 ,n over 5' is isomorphic to S' x (?l/pn ~)x • By the q-expansion principle,
ql/N

gives the local parameter of each point of

T1 ,n over 5'. Thus the map
coincides with the evaluation of functions in

01,n: V1,n ~ C(S' x (~/pn?lt;1F)
V1,n at the points of T1 ,n over S'. Since T1 ,n is etale irreducible over S1
V1 ,n is a Dedekind domain. Thus the approximation theorem of Dedekind domains «(2,
VII.2.4]) affirms the surjectivity of 01' ,n • This shows the surjectivity of
WhE
N~ 3 • Even when N= 1 or 2 , under the assumption that p ~ 5 , we can recover

°

the surjectivity of 01,n by the technique as in [19, §4] (see also a remark in[13
after Th. 1.1 there). Thus hereafter, we shall not suppose that N ~ 3 and prove thE
trivia 1ity of the action of

e

on

C(S x ~~; W). If

pm == 1 mod N , then

T(pm)

commutes with the action of

SL (?l/N?l) on M(N;W). In fact, it is known (cf. [27,
2
1 0
f 1(NP)(o m)f 1(Np) =
II
f (NP)13 N ' where 8uNEM2(~) is such
P
u mOd pm 1
u

chap. 3J) that
that

det( SuN) = pm

and

SuN

==

(6

~~)

mod Npm • For any

satisfies the same condition as above, and thus, T(pm)
on

M (f (NP);K) for all
k 1
any YESL (71/N71),
2

e

acts on

Now we shall show the exactitude of the sequence at
on

o~
is exact, and (ii)
surjectivity of

yE SL 2 (?l/N?l

M(N;W). Thus, for

= a(n,flyT(pm)) = a(np m,f\y)

especially, a(O,fIT(pm)y) = a(O,fly). Thus
e

commutes with

k. This shows the commutativity on

a(n,fIT(p m)y)

the action of

y E r 0 (pm), YSuN y -1

C(Sx ~~; W)

trivially.

M(N;W). From the triviality of

C(5 X?l~; W), we conclude that (i) the sequence
Ker(o)\e ~ M(N;W)le ~ C(Sx71 p ;W) ~
Ker(o)l(l-e)

= M(N;W)I (l-e).

a

By our argument which proves the

0 , the following sequence is also exact:

o ~ «\<er(o) le)~ IF)f ~ (M(N;1F) \el ~ C(S:IF) ~ 0 • Note that
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~(N;1F)le)

f

~

p+1
ED

k=3
M (f (N);1F) =
k 1

(M (f (N);lF)le) ([13, Th. 4.2]), where
k 1

Mk(f1(N);W)~wlf • Thus, if fE (M(N;lF)le)f is in the kernel of 0 , f
p+1
~

is an element of

k=3

Sk(f (N);lF)
1

and hence is a cusp form. Thus

«Ker(o)le)llIwIF)f c (S(N;IF)le)f . The other inclusion

(S(N;lF)lel c «Ker(o)\e).»wIF l

is obvious and thus

Let

X be the Pontryagin dual module of

di"]:,(S(N;1F)!e)f • Since
tion : X ~ hO(N;W)
Note that

hO(N;W)

(Ker(o)!e)~~JK/W , we have a
By (*), we have a surjection

S('N;K/W)!e '-+

by [13,Th. 2.2].
is

(Ker(o)le)~WK/W, and write

AK-free

of rank

r . Thus

X ~ hO(N;W)

r

for

natural surjec: A~ ~ X •

and by duality

we have
S( N; K/W) ! e = (Ke r ( 0) ! e ) ~W K/W •
This implies that SO(N;W) = Ker(o)\e • Thus what we have to show is that
S(Np;W)!(l-T(pm))
for any

is dense in

M(Np;W)!(1-T(pm)). Take

yEr (p), a(O,f!y)=O. In fact, if

o

fEM(Np;W)!(1-T( pm)). Then

S=Y(OO)E1Pl(~),

then we can choose

such that yl (00) and s are r (Np)-equ;valent. Thus we may suppose
mOm
m
yE fo(P ). Then as already seen, g\YoT(p ) = g!T(p loy for any gE M(Np;W),

yl E fo(pm)
that

and therefore, we have that
a(O,gly)
Thus, if

= a(O,glyT(pm))

f = gl(1-T(pm)), then

convergent to

= a(O,gIT(pm)y) •

a(O,fly) = 0.

To construct a series of cusp forms

f, we use an argument of Serre [26, §3J.

and

G fE S(Np;W). This finishes the proof.
r

Let

r

= pn(p_l)

and put
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For each positive integer M , we denote by lM the identity Dirichlet
if (n,M)=1
character modulo M; thus lM(n) = {01
if

(n,t~)

>1

•

Corollary 2.3. For any character X modulo pr, we have that M(N;OK)lx
and d(M(N;OK)) c S(N;OK) for d= q£q • Especially, one has that
M(N;OK)ll p

c

c

S(N;OK)

S(N;OK) .

Proof. One sees easily from definition that eod= 0 (e.g. [11, (6.12)]) and
T(p)oX= 0 . This shows the result by Theorem 2.2.
Proposition 2.4. Let X: (71/pr 7l)x -+ OXK be a character. Then we have that
d
e(f(glx)) = X(-1)e(g(flx)) and e(fdg) = -e(gdf) for d= qdq .
Proof. The second assertion follows from the fact that eod= 0 and d(fg) = fdg+gdf .
For any n ~ 0 , we see that
L
X(j)a(i,f)a(j,g)
i+j=npr
= X(-1) L X(i)a(i,f)a(j,g)
i+j=npr
= x(-1)a( np r,g(flx)) .

=

Thus we know that
((f(glx))-X(-1)(g(f!X)))!e = ((f(g!x))-x(-1)(g(f!x)))!T(pr) = 0 .

§3. A generalization of p-adic measure theory.
Let X be a product of a finite set and several copies of ~p. We call this
type of topological space a p-adic space. Let C(X;OK) be the (compact) p-adic
Banach space of all continuous functions:X -+ OK with the norm: Ilcpl\ = Sup Icp(x)1 .
xEX
p
Put
We may define a norm on Meas(X;OK)

Ifpll =

Sup

Ilcpll=1

by

Itp(cp) I
P

Then Meas(X;OK) becomes a compact p-adic Banach space, and
C(X;OK) ~ HomO (Meas(X;OK) ,OK) naturally. If X is a p-adic group, Meas(X;OK)
K

becomes a Banach algebra under the convolution product. Let us fix a topological
generator du) of r with u in ?Zp and identify AK with 0K[[X]] by the
correspondence: l(U) ~ l+X. Then, it is well known that if ~ is an element of
Meas(r;OK)' there exists an element F of AK = 0K[[X]J such that JrXSd~ = F(us-l)
for all s~ ?Zp. The map: ~ t+ F is an isomorphism of Banach spaces between Meas(r;OK)
and AK (e.g. [21, Chap.4]). We identify x(r ;OK) = HomOK_alg(r, OK) with a subset of
Spec(I) by PI+Ker(p}; so, P E x(r;OK) can be considered as an OK-algebra homomorphism
as well as a prime ideal of r. Then P ~ X(AK;OK) is a prime ideal of height 1
and hence is principal, beca~se AK is a unique factorization domain. Thus we can
find a generator F of P. By the Weierstrass preparation theorem (e.g. [21,
Chap. 5 Th. 2.2]), we can find a distinguished polynomial ~(X) E 0K[X] such that
P= (~) = (F). Since P is prime, ~ must be irreducible and 0K[X]/(~) ~ OK . Thus
~ is of the form: X-x with XEO
K and Ixlp< 1
Let X(AK;OK) be the set of all OK-valued peints of Spec(A K). Then, we have
the isomorphtsm;
X(AK;OK) ~ {x E OK Ilx l p < l}.
Therefore~

to gtv.e a measure on r amounts to give an algebraic function ,on
X(AK;OK) induced by its structure sheaf A . Let Xalg(AK;OK) be the subset of
K
all points in X(AK;OK) of the form Pk,E of weight k ~ 0 and of finite order
character E: r ~ OK •
Let LK denote the quotient field of AK ' and let K be a finite extension
of L • Let I be the integral closure of AK in K. We say that an ideal P of
K
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I is a prime divisor if P is a prime ideal of height 1. An ideal a of I is
called a divisor if a ~r.tersection n pe(P) of finitely many prime divisors.
an
P
For the general theory of divisors, we refer to [2, Chap. 7].
Lemma 3.1. Let MIK is a finite extension and] be the integral closure of I
M • Then ] ~ I-reflexive; in particular, ] ~ AK-free of finite rank.
Moreover, if there is a prime divisor P of I such that I/PI ~ OK and ]/P]
OK-flat, then ] is free of finite rank over I •
Proof. Put 1= n]p

il
i~

where the intersection is taken in the fiel d M. P runs over a

P

~

prime divisors of AK and ]p is the localization of J at P. Then ] is
reflexive and finite over I. Since ] is integrally closed, we know that ]= ]
Any reflexive AK-module of finite type is free, since AK is regular of dimensiol
2. Let P be the prime divisor of I as in the last assertion. By assumption,
]/P] is flat over OK ~ I/PI , and thus we can find a basis x1 , ••• ,x r of ]IP]
over OK' Let x1"" ,x r E] be elements such that x.1 mod P] = x:1 . By Nakayama s
lemma, we have a surjective morphism of I-modules <p: I r ~ ] given by
(a 1 , ••• ,a ) ~ a 1x +.•• +a x . From the first assertion, we know that ] is free
1 r
r
r r
of the same rank as I over A • Thus ~ must be an isomorphism.
K
I

We shall suppose that
(3.1a) the algebraic closure of ~p inside K coincides with K.
If {3.1a} is satisfied, we say-that K is defined over K. We put
X( I ;OK) = HomO -a', 9 (I ,OK)
K

Xalg(I;OK)

= {PEX(1;OK)\

PI AK EXalg(AK;OK)} •

For each PEXa1g(1;OK)' we can write pt AK =Pk,e: for an integer k~O and a
finite.. order character e:: r ~ O~ • We write k = k(P) and s = sp' and
r(P)
we define an integer
r(P) f 1 by Ker(e: p ) = rr(P) = 1+p
?lp .
Lemma 3.2. For a given integer n , the number of extensions of
inside W
is finite.
p----

K of degree

n

The proof is easy and is left to the reader.
Write d(1) (= d(K)) for the rank of I over AK • If we take the composite
M of all extensions of K of degree d(1)! and if we write ]=1QJO 0M=I®A AM'

K

K

is an image of at least one point of X(];OM)' Thus, b
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extending scalars, we may assume that
(3.1b)

Xa1g(I;OK) is Zariski dense (i.e. has infinitely many points)
space of Wp-valued points of Spec(I).

Terminology. Let

Meas(X;OK)@O I

be the

~

p-adic completion of Meas(X;OK)®O I

K

An element of Meas(X;OK)@O

the

K

I will be called a generalized measure on

Xx X(I;OK)'

K

When

1= AK ' the space Meas(X;OK)®O AK can be naturally identified with the
K

measure space Meas(Xx r;OK)' We may define a p-adic norm on I by
lJtoIl =llNK/L (tp)!1 ,where NK/L : I ~ AK is the norm map. Then 1 becomes an
K
K
OK-Banach algebra under this norm. As a linear topological space, 1 is isomorphic
to A~ for d=d(I), and thus as a linear topological space,
Meas(X;OK)®O I =: Meas(xxr;OK)d •
K

Let

~

be a generalized measure on XxX(I;OK)' Let PEX(I;OK) and
Ap: I ~ OK be the corresponding OK-algebra homomorphism. Then we have an induced
continuous morphism:
id. ~ Ap : Meas(X;OK)i O I ~ Meas(X;OK)(= Meas(X;OK)~O I/PI) .
K
K
We shall write <'DpE Meas(X;OK) for the image of <'D under id. ~ Ap •
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a subset of X(I;OK)' and suppose that X is Zariski dense
in the space of all Wp-valued points of Spec(I). Then <'D is uniquely determined
by its values ~p at PEX.
Proof. For each CPEC(X;OK)' cp: Meas(X;OK) ~ OK defined by tp foo-+tp(cp)
(tpE Meas(X;OK)) gives a continuous 1inear form. Then <I> 3 id. : Meas(X;OK)i O I -+ I
K
is a continuous morphism. Note that
Ap(cp®

id.(~))

= cp®

Ap(~)

=

JXcpd<'Dp

•

Thus cp® id.(<'D) E I is determined by its values on X ,since X ;s Zariski dense.
The lemma is obviously true when 1= AK . If we fix an isomorphism: I A~ , then
it induces an isomorphism Meas(X;OK)®O I =: Meas(Xx r;OK)d . We consider the commutative diagram:
K

=

cp® id. : Meas(X;OK)®O I
511

K

Meas(Xx r;oK)d

~I
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In the lower 1ine, it is obvious that if
then <1>= cl>1. This shows the lemma.
We may extend our theory by replacing

</> ®

I

id(cl»

== </> ®

id(q:,I)

for all

</>

E C(X;OK)'

/\

by I ®O J, where J is the integral
K

closure of AK in another extension MILK satisfying (3.la,b).
Lemma 3.3 can be stated as follows:

In this case,

Let X and XI be Zariski dense subsets of X(I;OK) and X(J:O K) respectively.
Then CJ>EMeas(X;OK)®O IiO J ;s uniquely determined by its values CJ>P,Q at
(P,Q) E Xx XI, where

K K

We leave the proof of this generalized version to the reader.
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§4. Modules of congruences.
In this section, we
§§ 1 and 10] for modules
finite extension I of
integral closure of AK

shall generalize the theory developed in [7, §3] and [8,
of congruences over AK to those over an arbitrary normal
AK . Let K be a finite extension over LK and I be the
in K. We shall suppose that K is sufficiently large so tha

(4.1a)

K is defined over

(4.1b)

Xalg(I;OK)

K;

is Zariski dense in

Spec(I)(Wp)'

Let N be a positive integ rforime to p, and we shall consider the ordinary part
e ,ned
h (N;OK) of the Hecke algebra in §§1 and 2. We shall consider a base change over
AK to I; namely, we shall deal with the I-algebra: hO(N;OK)®A I , which is
K
canonically isomorphic to _ hO(N;71 p )QA I, where A = A(Q .

°

P

Let

A: hO(N;OK)@A I ~ I

be an

I-algebra

homomorphism. The

0K[[ZN]]-

K

algebra structure on
(71/Np71t

of ZN

hO(N;OK)

induces a homomorphism of groups from the subgroup

into the unit group of hO(N;OK)' This combined with

A gives a

character 1/1: (71/Np 7l)x ~ O~ , which we shall call the character of A. It is
known that 1/1 is even; i.e. 1/1(-1) = 1 [14, Cor.l.6]. By definition for each
P f Xalg~I;OK)' we have I/PI; OK' For P ~ Xalg(I;OK)' we consider the reduction
of A mod P:
Ap : hO(N;OK) ®A (I/PI) + I/PI ; OK'
K

If the weight k(P) of P is greater that or equal to
Ep of P has conductor pr(P), we have by Th.2.l,

hO(N;OK) ®A (T/PT)
K

whence an

2 and if the character

= h~(p)(~r(p)'Ep;OK)'

OK-algebra homomorphism denoted by the same symbol:

By the duality theorem (Prop. 1.2), we can find a unique normalized eigenform
r(P)
-k(P)
),Ep1/1w
nfO.
) such that fplT(n) = Ap(T(n))f p for all
fpESk(p) ( rO(Np
This form will be called the ordinary form belonging to A at PEXalg(I;OK)' We
say that K is a splitting field of hO(N;OK) if for any minimal prime ideal p
of hO(N;OK)' hO(N;OK)/P can be embedded isomorphically into K as AK-algebras.
The following fact is known:
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Let A : hO(N;OK) ~,\ I

Theorem 4.1.

it(

-the

-+

I

be an

--

followinq" two
' - statements are equivalent:
(i) there exists P E Xalg(I;OK) with k(P)
conductor Npr(P).

I-alaebra homomorohism.

Then

-~;;..;....;...;.;..;....;;;.;..;..;:..

~ 2

such that

~

fp

primitive of

-k (

( ii )

fp l2. primitive for every P with k(P ) ~ 2 such that the p-part of Ep1jJW
is non-trivial.
Moreover, suppose that the above equivalent conditions ~ satisfied Qy A, an(
let P E. Xalg (I;OK) be ~ point such that the p-part 2f. Ep1jJW- k (P) l2. trivial. ThE
either fp 'l2.primitive and kCP) = 2 Q!:. there exists ~primitive form f in
sk(p)(r o(N),1jJw- k(P)) such that !a(p,f)!p = 1 and f = f - a.f![p], where a. l2.
the ~-un;t p-adic root of the equation:

X2 - a(p,f)X + (ww-k(P))o(p)pk(P)-l = 0

for the primitive character (wwk)o associated with ww- k • Conversely, suppose
that K is a splitting field of hO(N;OK)' Then if fES~(~r,s;OK) ;s primitive
or is associated with a primitive form in Sk(r 1(N);OK) in the above manner, then
f belongs to a unique homomorphism: hO(N;OK)®A I ~ I satisfying (i) and (ii).
K

When A satisfies one of the equivalent conditions (i) and (ii), we say that
A is primitive.
Proof. Since

A

v

induces a AK-algebra homomorphism

0

and we have, A: h
v

of A. Then fp

(N;OK)~A

LK
K

~

v

K, we may suppose that K is a surjective image

belongs to A in the sense of

[l~,

(1.11)] and the theorem follow

from [14, Cor. 1.3].
Suppose that A is primitive. For each P ~ Xa1g ( 1; OK)
have by Th.4.1 a K-algebra decomposition:

with

k(P)

~ 2,

we

(4.2)
such that the first projection is induced by Ap ' Let h(Kp) and heAp) be the
projections of hk(~r(p),sp;OK) in Kp and Ap , respectively. We shall define tr
module of congruences for fp (or Ap) by
C(fp) = C(Ap) = (h(Kp) ~ heAp) )lhk(~r(P) ,sp;OK) •
The above proof of Th. 4.1 combined with [13,Car. 3.3] and [14,Cor. 1.4] shows
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Theorem 4.2. Let

A: hO(N,OK)~~ I ~ I

be a primitive homomorphism of I-algebras.

K

Then A induces a decomposition of K-algebras :
hO(N;OK)~~ K == K(b A
K

such that the projection of hO(N;OK)~~ I

into the first factor coincides with A.

K

Moreover, let h(K)

be the images of hO(N;OK)~~ I ~ K and A ,

and h(A)

K

respectively. Then, the diagonal inclusion : hO(N;OK)®~ I ~ h(K)

(b

h(A)

induces

K

an isomorphism for each

PEXalg(I;OK)

with

kp~2:

hO(N;OK)~~ Ip == h(K)p (b h(A)p ,
K

where the subscript "P" indicates the localization at
h(Kp) = h(K)/Ph(K) and Ap = h(A)p/Ph(A)p •

P. In particular,

With the same notation and assumption as in the theorem, put
h(A) = n h(A)p'
(4.3a)
P

where the intersection is taken in A and where P runs over all prime divisors of I,
(4.3b)
(4.3c)

h(A) )/(ho(N;OK)®~ 1), C(A;I)
K
Ns(\;I) = h(A)/h(A) = C(A;I)/CO(\;I).

CO(A;I) = (h(K)

$

Then we have the foll owi ng result (for the defi n; ti on of the pseudo-null i ty, see [2, VII]) :
Theorem 4.3. Let M be a finite extension of K and J
in M. Suppose \ to be primitive, and let

be the integral closure of

A~ id. : hO(N;OK)~~ J(= hO(N;OK)~~ hIJ) ~ J .
K

K

Then we have the following assertions :
~~

(4.4a)

Ns(\;I)

(4.4c)

Co(\;I) == I/a with a non-zero divisor a of I .

pseudo-null

I-module;

Proof. The assertion (4.4a,b) is obvious from the definition. For simplicity, we
shall write L = hO(N;OK)~~ I. For (4.4c), we have by definition that
l +

h(K) = h(K) e h(A)

K

and thus
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coo. ;I) = L+h(K)/L ==

h(K)/Ln h(K) •

Note that I ~ h(K) canonically and a = Ln h(K) = Ln K is reflexive (cf. [2, VIl.4
Prop. 6]). Thus a is a non-zero divisor.
Theorem 4.4. Let R be a local ring of hO(N;OK)
Then the following two conditions are equivalent
R ~ HomA (R,A K)
K

(4.5a)

~

through which

A factors.

R-modules ;

R@A I ~ HomI(R@A 1, I) ~ R ®A I-modules.
KKK
Moreover, if we suppose one of the above equivalent conditions and that A is primitive, then we have
(4.5b)

=I/HI

(4.6b)

CO(A;I)

(4.6c)

For each

for a non-zero element

PEXa1g(I;OK)

kp~2,

with

H of I ;
we have CO(l..;I)@II/PI

~

C(f p)

canonically.
Proof. Note that as

R@A I-module,
K

HomI(R@A 1,1) ~ HomA (R,HomI(I,I)) = HomA (R,I) .
KKK
Since the AK-module I is free of finite rank, we see that
HomA (R,I) ~ HomA (R,AK)@A I .
KKK
Thus the implication (4.5a) ~ (4.5b) is obvious; so, we shall suppose (4.5b)
and show (4.5a). Since I is AK-free, we have an isomorphism of R-modules for
d=d(T)
~:

d

=

~ .. (R) c
1J

~

d

R@A I ~ HomA (R@A I,T)
HomA (R,AK)@A I ~ Hom A (R,A K) .
KKK
KKK
We write this isomorphism matricially as (~ .. ) with homomorphisms of R-modules
lJ
~ij: R --+ Hom (R,A ). Let m be the maximal ideal of R. If
A
K
R

K

mHom A (R,A ) for all
K
11K

i

and

j

,

then
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This contradicts to the surjectivity of~. Thus we can find at least one pair (i ,j)
such that 'Pij is surjective. Since R is i\K-free of finite rank by Th.2.1, we
conclude that Y'ij is an isomorphism by comparing the rank of Rand HomAK(R, i\K)
over i\K; so, R = Homi\K(R, i\K) as R-modules and we have proven the implication
(4.5b) ~ (4.5a). NO\'I, assuming one of (4.5a,b), we shall prove (4.6a). By Th.4.2,
A induces a decomposition of K-algebras: R®\ K = K ~ B. Let R(K) and R(B)
lK

K and B.

be the image of R in

Then, by definition, it is plain that

(t R(B))/(R~i\ I)
,
K
K
where R(B) = n R(B)p(the intersection is taken over a'll prime diV,isors P of 1). We have

CoC\;I)

= (R(K) ~ R(B))/(Rsi\ I) and C(7\;I) = (R(K)
p

c

an exact sequence of' R ®\ I-modules: 0
1

K

-+

Ker(A)

-+

R @~ I
IlK

-+

R(K)

-+

O. Note that R(K)

=I.

Thus this sequence is split exact (non-canonically) as that of I-modules and thus
Ker(A) is I-free. By the duality, we have another exact sequence:
o

~

HomI(R(K),I)

~ HomI(R~i\

I,I)

~

Homr(Ker(A) ,I)

~

0 .

K

If we identify Homr(Rs

I,I) with RS I by (4.5b), we know that
AK
AK
R(B) == HomI(Ker(A),r) (cf. the proof of [15,Lemma 1.6] or ['-3, Prop. 3.9]). Thus
R(B) is I-free and hence coincides with R(B). This shows (4.6a). The assertion
(4.6b) follows from [l5, Lemma 1.6]. We shall prove (4.6c). We have an exact sequence
o

~

(RsA I) ->R(K)

~

R(B)

~

CO(A;I)

~ 0 •

K

By Th. 4.2, we know that Rs A/ P = R(K)pEt R(B)p for PEXalg(I;OK)
Note that RS A I/P! is a local factor of hk(p)(~r(P) ,Ep;OK) and

with k{P) ~ 2.

K

RSA Ip/Plp = (Rs A I/PI)sO K is a direct factor of hk(p)(~r(p),Ep;K). This shows
KKK
that the induced sequence :
RS

IIPI ~ (R(K)/PR(K)) Et (R(B)/PR(B)) ~ CO(A;I)sII/pr ~ 0
AK

is exact and Ker(a)

is finite. Since RSi\ I/PI
K

is OK-free, a must be injective.

The natural projections : RSi\ I ~ R(K) and R~A I ~ R(B) induce the natural
K
K
surjections: RS I/PI ~ (R(K)/PR(K)) and RSi\ I/PI ~ (R(B)/PR(B)). Since a
AK
K
is the diagonal map of these surjections, we know from the definition of C(f p) that

This finishes the proof.
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Here let us add a supplement to the result in[14,§10]. vJe shall use the same
notation as in [14, §10J. We have defined there a transcendental factor Uco (k,e:) E [x
for the set '¥(k,c:) ={fp suchthat k{P)=k and sp=d. ~Ienowdefinethetranscendental factor for each f p • (When d(I) = 1 , the set '¥(k,s) consists of a
single element fp and we have nothing to add to [14, §10] but there are non-triv'
examples with d(I) > 1 ; cf. [12, §4]). Suppose A to be primitive. We sha1l decompo~
(4.7)

hk(<I>r,c:;K) = KtD A as an algebra direct sum

according to
subfi e' d of

Ap for
~

P~Xa,g(I;OK)' r=r(P), k=k(P) ~2 and s=--sp.; Let

generated by

a (n, f p)

hk(~r,E;K) = hk(~r,E;Ko)3K K and

for all

Ap

Ka

be the

n > 0 • Then

induces a morphism of

Ko-algebras :

o

hk(~r,E;Ko) ~ Ko • Thus we can decompose

Let C be the conductor of fp and put SeE) = Sk(~r,E) +Sk(~r,E' as a subspace
of the parabolic cohomology group H~(rl(C)' Ln(a:)) (n=k-2) (see [14, ('0.4)]).
Define S(f p ) = 1K (S(E)) and SeA) = 1A (S(E)), where 1K (resp. 'A) is the
o
0
0
0
idempotent of the component Ko (resp. Ao) of the Hecke algebra (4.8). Let V
be the discrete valuation ring K nO , and write L for the image of
0
K
1 1
Hp(r l (e), Ln(V)) in Hp(r l (e), Ln(a:)). Put
LE,p = L('.S(f p) ,

(4.9)

where 11"E : H~(rl(e), Ln(t))
S(fp) = Ls,p®v a: = L~

the primitive form in

+

S(E)

L~=11"E(L)f"lS(fp)'

be the projection as in [14, (10.6)].

Note thi

®va: = a:f~+a:(~)P for (~)P(Z) = f~(-Z), where f~ denotes
Sk(r,(e))

°1,°2)

(resp.
be a basis of
the matrictal identity:

Ls,p

(01' 0Z)X =

associated with
(resp. L~)

over

f p•

Let

V , and define

01'02

X,YE GL (a:)
2

(f~,(f~)P) , (01 ,oilY = (f~,(f~)P) •

We define
1

(4.10)

Uoo(A p) = det(Xy)i
Uco(A p)

and

= 11"k+1U<lO(Ap)/{(k-,)!eC(E~w-k)o/(C/C(s~w-k))},

where C(fp)=C (resp. C(e:~w -k ))
~ is the Euler function.

is the conductor of

fp

(resp.

E~W

-k )

an d

b
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Theorem 4.S. Suppose one of the eauivalent conditions (4.Sa,b) and A to be primitive.
Suppose also that the p-part of 1jJ .i.i not equal to w2 . Let V(s,f~) be the
L-function of f~ defined.i!!. [14, (10.2)J and H E I be ~ generator of the annihilator of CO(A;I). Let P Eo Xalg(r) with k(P) ~ 2. Then we can find ~ £-adic unit
Up(Ap) E Wp such that
(4.11)

H(P)

= V(k(P),f~)/Uoo(Ap)Up(Ap).

For the proof of this fact, see [16J. We will not need this result later in this paper.
Here are several remarks about the theorem:
Remark 4.6. (i) Under the hypothesis of Theorem4.S, it is known (e.g. [10, Th.S.1J)
that
a a (e)'
(4.12)
V ( k,fp0) = 22k rr k+l r ()-l
k {e ()
C CC (E1jJw -k)~(
r c/e (E1jJw -k) )} -1 <fp,fp>r
1

where ~ is the Euler function, and etC) = 2 or 1 according as C 2 2 or not,
and k = k(P). By this formula, we know that V(k(P),f~)/(2rri)k(P)+lUoo(Ap) is
algebraic.
(ii) The Gorenstein condition (4.5a,b) is known to hold in the following cases, where
the p-part of 1jJ is wa with 0 ~ a < p-l:
A. a = 2 and N = 1 (Mazur [22, eor.15.2 and 16.3 of Chap.IIJ);
B. Let rr(A) be the Galois representation into GL 2 (K) attached to A defined in
[14, Th.2.1J. Let m (resp. p) be the maximal ideal of I (resp. OK)' We shall
define the residual representation of rr(A) mod m:

i(A) :

Ga1(W/~)

+

GL 2(Ilm)

according to Mazur-~~i1es [23, §lO] as follows: Choose P ~ Xalg(I;OK) with k(P) ~ 2.
Then we have Oeligne's Galois representation rr(fp) : GaltW/~) + Gl 2(OK) attached to
fp (e.g. [14, §2]), and the residual representation rr(A) is the semi-simplification
of the composite of rr(fp) with the reduction map: GL 2 (OK) + GL2(OK/p). Note that
rr(A) depends only on rr(A) and is independent of the choice of PG Xalg(I;OK)'
Then the Gorenstein condition (4.5a,b) is satisfied by A if a ~ 1, a ~ 2 and rr(A)
is irreducible. This is shown by Mazur-Wiles [23, §lOJ when N = 1 and is generalized
to an arbitrary N by Tilouine [33J.
C. a ~ 1, a ~ 2 and A is with complex multiplication in the sense of [14, Prop.2.3J.
This is a special case of Case B but a simple proof can be found in [15, §6J.
(iii) Let \ be the restriction of A to hO(N;OK)' We may assume that I is the
smallest, i.e. the integral closure of ~K in the quotient field of the image of ~.
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If I = AK, then C(~;I) coincides with the module of congruences defined in [13, (3.9b)
However, if d(I) > 1, the module C(~;I) and that given in [13, (3.9b)] are generally
different. We note here only the existence of a surjective morphism of CO(~;I) onto
the other. A detailed study of relations among these modules can be found in [16J.
Some part of this has already been discussed in [12J.
(iv) We briefly discuss here the relation between our transcendental factor Uoo(~p)
and that defined by Deligne in [6, §7] in the language of motives. Let g be a
primitive form of weight Q, and of character ~. Let M(~p) = ~1(f~) (resp. M(g))
denote the motive attached to the primitive form f~ (resp. g) defined in [6, §7].
Then M(A p) is of rank 2 and has coefficient in the field E generated over ~
by a(n,f~) for all n. Let Ad(M(~p)) be the unique direct factor of rank 3 in
M(A p) ®M(Ap)V which is the kernel of the natural morphism
M(A p ) 0 M(A p ) v

= ItE(O) ,
E
where ItE is the integer ring of E and M(~p)v is the dual of M(A p)' Then Ad(M(A p))
can be realized in H~(Y, Fn(E)) ®H1(y, Fn(E)) for the modular curve Y/m with
Y(~) = rl(C)\H, where
Fn(E) is the locally constant sheaf defined in [16, §2J.
Thus, as the Oeligne's periods c+(Ad(M(A p)) = c-(Ad(A p ))' we may take [6, Prop.7.7]

(4.13)

Q(P)

= Jy~(f)

+

ll(O) ®ll1t

A0 no(f)

= (2i)k+l·i<f~,f~>C'

= k(P)),
(~)n = t(zn,
(k

where yl = rO(C)\H and 6(f) = (2~i)f(Z)(~)ndZ with
zn-l ,"', 1) for
n = k-2 and 0n is the matrix defined in [27, (8.2.2)] 91v1ng the self duality of
Fn(E). Noting that the Oelignels periods c+ and c- are defined only up to scalar
factors in EX, we hereafter write a ~ b (or simply, a ~ b) for a, b ~ ~x if
a = b in ~x/Ex. Then we see from [31, Th.1J or [6, Prop.7.7J
(4.14)

C+(Ad(M(A p)) ~ c-(Ad(M(A p)) ~ C+(M(Ap))C-(M(A p )) ~ (2~i)-2Q(p).

Similarly to [6, Prop.7.7], one knows
(4.15)

C+(M(A p) ®~1(g) )(Q,+m) ~ (2~i)H2m-1Q(p)G(~)

if k >

Q,.

On the other hand, by extending scalar of M(A p) to Ko as in (4.8), we know from
the definition of Uoo(A p) (see also [6, 1.7J, [10, Remark 6.4a,b]) that
(4.16)

Uoo(A p)

Ka (2~i)-2Q(p) EC+(M(Ap))C-(M(A p))'
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§5.

Arithmetic measures and the-main
- results
Let J be a positive integer prime to p. We shall begin with a definition of
a class of measures with values in M(J;OK). Let X be a p-adic space in the sence
of §3. A measure ~ on X with values in M(J;OK) is an OK-linear homomorphism of
C(X;OK) into M(J;OK). If ~ is such a measure, ~ satisfies automatically the
inequality: I~(<p) Ip ~ II <p11 = Supl<jl(x) Ip
(<jl E: C(X;OK))· For any ring A, let
x

LC(X;A) denote the space of locally constant functions on X with values in A.
When we have an action of ZJ on X, we let Z E ZJ act on <jl E C(X;OK) by
(<plz)~) = <jl(z·x). \~e write Zp for Z E ZJ = ZZ; x (zz/JZZf the projection of Z
to ZZp.
Terminology. We say that a measure ~ C(X;OK) -+ M(J;OK) is arithmetic if the
following three conditions are satisfied:
(S.la) There exists ~ positive integer Q, such that for every <jl f LC(X;OD n C(X;OK)'
~(¢)

Eo

M£ (JpO\~").

(This integer Q, will be called the weight of ~).
(S.lb) There are ~ continuous action: ZJ x X --+ X and ~ finite order character
f; : ZJ -+ O~ such that
~(<jl)lz = z~;(z)~(cj>lz) for every cj> G C(X;OK)' where ,Q, ~
the weight of ~.
2
(S.lc) There exists a continuous function v X -+ OK such that (vlz)(x) = zpv(x)
for z ~ ZJ and for each 0 < r ~ ZZ ,

dr(~(cj»)
We say a measure ~: C(X;OK)

-+

=

~(vrcj»

M(J;OK)

for

d = q~q.

cuspidal if ~ has values in

S(J;OK)·

After stating the main result, we shall discuss several examples of arithmetic
measures: Let K be a finite extension of LK (the quotient field of AK}, and
let I be the integral closure of AK in K. We shall suppose that
(S . 2) K ~ defi ned ~ K (cf. (3.1 a) ) .
Replacing K by its finite extension if necessary, we may assume this condition
without losing much generality. We fix throughout this section a primitive homomorphism
of I-algebra A: hO(N;OK) 0 I -+ I with character W: (Zl/NpZl)x -+~. We write
AK
wp (resp. Wi) for the restriction of W to (Zl/p71( (resp. (Zl/NZl)x) and 1P.p
for

EpWpw-k for

each

P E Xalg(I)

k ~ 2, let fp ~ Sk(ro(Npr),

Wp~l)

of weight k.

For P E Xalg(I)

be the ordinary form belonging to

with weight
A at P.

Let

f~ denote the primitive form associated with fp' and we write NprO(P) for the
conductor of f~. By Theorem 4.1, if ~P is non-trivial, then fp = f~ and
r{P) = rO{P). If ~ is trivial and k(P) > 2, then fp f f~ and r(P) = 1 but
rO{P) = o. When ~P is trivial and k{P) = 2, both the cases occur, and we then have
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that rO(P) = 1 or 0 according as f = f~ or not (the special case when ro(P) =
with trivial ~p corresponds to the case where the automorphic representation of f
is special at p; otherwise, it is always principal at pl. For each normalized
eigenform f of conductor C and of weight k, taking the primitive form fO as so
ciated with f, we shall define a root number W(f) by

folk(~ -~) = W(f)f§.
This number W(f)

gives the constant term of the functional equation of
co
L(s,f) = ~ a(n,fo)n- s
n=l
and also appears in the constant term of the functional equation of the (primitive)
Rankin product D(s,f,g) (e.g. [11, §9]). Thus W(f) can be canonically factorizec
into a product of local factors. Let Wp(f) be the p-factor of W(f) and write
W(f) = Wp(f)W(f). The explicit form of Wp(fp) can be given in the language of
Jacquet-Langlands theory of automorphic representations (cf. [17]). To explain thi~
let ~ be an automorphic representation of Gl;VA) for i = 1 or 2, where A
denotes the ring of adeles of m. (When i = 1, ~ is nothing but a Hecke charactE
of the idele group AX.) We factorize ~ into the tensor product of local representations ® rrq over all the places q of ~. Let e denote the standard addit~
q

character of A/~ (which coincides with the character: x ~ exp(-2~ix) on the infir
part R of A). Then the constant term €(~,e) of the functional equation can be
Let C(rr) = ~ C(rr q ) be the
conductor of rr (see Weil [34, VIIJ when i = 1, and Casselman [4J when i = 2).
The conductor
C(rrq ) is a power of the prime q. Hhen i = 1, the restrictior
x
x
of ~q to llq and that of ~ to ll.x = ~ ll.q are induced by a primitive Diricl
factorized as

€(rr,e) = ~ €(~q,eq)

(e q = el~q)'

A

character modulo C(~q) and C(~), respectively. Using the same symbol
for the corresponding Dirichlet characters, we define the Gauss sum by
G(rr)

=

r

rr(u)exp(2rriu/C(~))

~

~(

and

and

u mod C(rr)

Then it is well known (e.g. [34, VII.l]) that
(5.3) If i = 1, then

E( ~p ,e p )

1

=

~p (C( ~p) )G(iTp)/ I"p (c( ~p) )G( ~p) I

if

C(~p) >

if

C(~p)=l.

1,

Now we consider the case of i = 2 and suppose that ~ is the automorphic representation attached to f O' Then we have that
W(f) = IT €(~q,eq)'
q

Wp(f)

= €(~p,ep)

and W'(f)

=

IT €(~q,eq)'
qrp
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known I,e.g.
1~ IS

(5.4a)
(5.4b)
(5.4c)

[4, Remark, p.306] or [5, §§4, 5, and 6J) that

W' (f) = W(f) i!. C = C(f) ~ prime to p,
IW' (f) Ip = l;~, W' (f) .i?. ~ p-adic unit i.!!. Wp
Wri te C = CpC
for ~ p-power Cp and C' prime!Q. p.

Then

I

W' (fIx)

= X(C ' )W' (f)

for each Dirichlet character X modulo

~

power of p.

When ITp is super cuspidal, the nature of Wp(f) is purely non-abelian, and thus
one cannot express it by the Gauss sums. However, when ITp is not super cuspidal,
W(f p) has an expression in terms of the Gauss sums, and we shall give here its
explicit form. Since we have greater interest in the case where f = fplx for a
point P f Xalg (l) and since in this case, ITp is either principal or special,
we do not lose much generality by this restriction. We thus assume that ITp is
either a principal series representation IT(~,~I) or a special representation
cr(~,~') for quasi characters a, a ' of ~;. Then one knows from [7, Remark 4.Z5
and Th.6.l5J that
(5.5a)

Wp(f)

=I€(~,ep)€(a' ,e p)

l

if either ITp
or ITp

-~(p)/I~(p)

I

if ITP

= cr(~,~')

= IT(a,~'),
= cr(~,~') with

with ramified

a

~.

unramified

We say that f is p-minimal, if f has a minimal conductor in the class of twists
fix by characters X modulo powers of p (i.e., C(flx) ~ C(f) for all finite
order characters X:
+
If ITp is not super cuspidal, then f is p-minimal
if and only if either a(p,f O) f 0 or p ~ Clf). In this case, ITp = cr(~,~i) or
ITp = IT(~,~'), and a is unramified [14, Lemma 10.lJ. Suppose hereafter that
ITp is nat super cuspidal and f is p-minimal. Let; be the character of fO'
If ITp = IT(~,~'), then we may assume that a is unramified and thus ~(p) is
one of the non-zero root of the quadratic eqation: xZ - a(p,fO)X + ~(p)pk-l
aa.'(p) = ~'(p)pk-l (;' = ~1(ZZIC'Zl)x), G(~) = 1 and a' = ~p on

zz; at).

zz;.

If ITp

= cr(a,~'), then ;p is trivial and a(p) = a(p,f O)' Thus we have by (5.5a)

If we take the convention that G(;p)

=1

if Cp
if ITP

= 1,
= cr(a,a'),

if Cp

= pr

when

~p

with

r >

a

and TI"p

= IT(a,(

is trivial, andalsoif we take

t:

convention that (e'(p)a(p,fo)p-k/Z)O = 1, the first case of (5.Sb) can be considered,
a special case of the last formula in lS.5a). Let X be a Dirichlet character of
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conductor pY, and write the conductor of ~pX as
we have, if y > 0 (y' sO),
(5.5c)

Wp(flx)

When 1Tp

=[

= 1T(a.,a.'),

p~.

Then, similarly as above,

(a.(p)/pk/2)Y(E;'(P)a.(p)/pk;2)Y'G(x)G(~pX)

if

G(x)2~,(p)YP-Y

if 1Tp = cr(a.,~').

=1T(a.,a.')

ITp

we can also write

Wp( f IX) = (p( k- 1 ) / 2; aJP'T) Y( P( k- 1) / 2; a. ( p)"[, (p) )y , p- (y+y , ) / 2G( X) G( E; PX) .
When f = fp for some P 6 Xa1g(I), we always have that a.(p)
\5.5b,c), we know the exact form of Wp\fplx).
We now define an Euler p-factor of V(s,f~)
(5.6)

S(P)

= S(Ap) =1

=

as in Th.4.5
if 1jJp

-1

a(p,fp)' and by
for

= id

P EX

and

a1g (I):
fp = f~,

1jJ'1jJ (p)pk(P)-l
1jJ'1jJ (p)pk(P)-2
1jJ' (p) a ( p, f P)2 rO(P)
)
(1p
2
)(1P
2
),
[
pk(P)
a(p,f p)
a(p,f p )
if either 1jJp is non-trivial or fp ~ f~.
Note that the condition that 1jJp = id and fp = f~ is equivalent to saying that
1Tp ;s special and k(P) = 2 (for f = f p)' Here we follow the convention that
1jJp\P) = 1 if 1jJp is trivial, and 1jJp(p) = a if 1jJp is non-trivial. We take
(5.7)

n(p)

= n(A p) = (2i)k(P)+lIT2<f~,f~>c

in (4.13) as a transcendental factor of the Rankin product for fp' where C is the
conductor of f p. As shown by Shimura [30J[31J (see also §6 in the text), we know
that if 9 belongs to Mi(Jpoo;~), then for integers m with 0 ~ m < k-i,
VJNp(i+m,fp,9)
(21l"i)i+2m-l n(p)

~

an algebraic number.

We shall choose and fix an element H ~ r (H ~ 0) which annihilates the module of
congruence CO(A;r) defined in (4.3). This is possible because of (4.4c) in Th.4.3.
When the annihilator of CO(A;I) is principal, we shall choose H € I so that
H generates the annihilator of CO(A;I). This happens in the following situations:
Let R be the local ring of hO(N;OK) through which A factors. The annihilator
of CO(A;I) is principal when one of the following conditions are satisfied:
R = Hom~ (R,

(i)
(ii)

I

~~

AK) ~ R-modules (cf. Th.4.4 (4.6b));
unigue factorization domain; for example, when
K

I

=

~K

(cf. Th.4.3).

Thus, only when the annihilator of CO(A;I) is principal, an intrinsic choice of
H up to unit factors in 1 is possible. Let ~: C(X;OK) + M(J;OK) be an arithmetic
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measure. We write ~ (resp. ~: ZJ ~ O~)
of ~ as in (5.1a,b). Suppose that
~(¢) IT(p)

(5.8)

for the weight (resp. the character)

= 0 for all

Under (5.8), ~ automatically becomes cuspidal by Th.2.2.
-x
character X: ZJ + ~ , put
LC(X,x;Gf)

=

{¢If LC(X;Gf)

I (¢Iz)(x)

=

X(z)¢(x)

For each finite order

for all

z

E

ZJ}'

Now we are ready to state our main result:
Theorem 5.1. Let the notation and the assumption be ~ above. Then there exists
~ uniaue generalized measure (in the sense of §3) ~ = ~~'A E Meas(X;OK) ®QKI with
the followina interoolation -prooertv: Foreach
pair (P, m) E Xa 19 (r) x ?l with
o ~ m < k(P)-~ and for each ¢ t LC(X,x;Gf), we have the following evaluation of
the measure ~P at P:

-

S(P)H(P)-lJx¢Vmd~p
_
-1
-1 S(~+2m)/2
-S VJNp(~+m,fp,~(¢) I~LS)
- tG(ljJp) W (fp) p
a(p,f p)
. ~+2m-l
(211"1)
Q(P)
I

t

= t(P,i,m) = (_1)~[N,J](~-k(P))/2+1N-k(P)/2Jk(P)/2+mr(i+m)r(m+l),

where

S ~~ positive integer such that ~(¢) E M~(rl(JpS)), LS

[N,J]

~

= (J~S-6)

and

the least common multiple of Nand J.

For the validity of the above evaluation formula for P E Xalg(r), we of course have
to assume that H(P) f 0, but by Th.4.1, we can always choose H so that H(P) f O.
Since the right-hand side of the formula is independent of the choice of H, the
measure ~ divided by H is intrinsically determined. The uniqueness of the
measure ~ follows from Lemma 3.3. The existence will be proven in §9. Now we
shall give several examples of arithmetic measures and for each of them, we write
again the version of Theorem 5.1:
Example a.

Theta measures ([11, §2]).

Let V be a vector space over ~ of even dimension 2K, and let n : V + ~
be a positive definite quadratic form. ~~e shall write S(x,y) = n(x+y)-n(x)-n(y)
for the corresponding inner product. Take a lattice I in V so that n(I) C ?l ,
and write 1* for the dual lattice of I and 4 for the discriminant of I; i.e., we put
1* = {x
and

f

V

I

S(x,I)
WX = {w

C ?l}' I:.
f

= [1*:1],

W I n(x)

E

?l;}.

W = {x E 1*

I

n(x)

E ?l}'

W= .1..il!! W/pr 1
r
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Let M be the level of I, i.e. the smallest positive integer such that Mn(I*)c~,
and write M= Jpo with (J,p) = 1 and 0 ~ 6 ~ ll. Then as seen in [11, §2], we
have the theta measure on W whose values belong to M(J;OK) defined by
e(¢) =

L

¢(w)qn(w)

w~(IJ

where ¢ is in C(W;OK)' Let n : V + ~ be a spherical function of degree a in
the sense of [11, §lJ, and we denote by the same symbol the natural extension of n
to a function on W to ~p by continuity. (Since the spherical function
always has values in a finite extension of ~ on V, to define its continuous
prolongation n on W, we do not have to take the p-adic completion of ~p)' We
suppose that n has values in OK on Wo Then we shall also consider the measure
ne defined by
ne(¢)

= e(n¢) =

L n¢(w)qn(w)

E

M(J;OK)o

W€(J)

By definition, the restriction of e to WX satisfies (508) and is thus cuspidal.
The natural action of II on W via the multiplication of integers extends by
X

continuity to an action of ZJ an \~ and W 0 By the classical transformation
formula of theta series (e.g. [11, Prop.l olJ), we can verify that ne satisfy the
conditions (501a,b) for t = KTU, and the character ~ is given by

~(m) = ((_l)K6.)
m

(m E ll,

(m, Jp)

= 1)

for the quadratic residue symbol (~). The condition (Solc) is obviously satisfied
by the function n: vlx + IIp 0 By the construction of ¢j.l,A, which will be done
in §9, it is obvious that
¢nmd¢ne,A
fW
X
p

= f X¢nnmd¢e,A.
W

P

Thus, we obtain from ThoS.l the fallowing result which is in appearance a little
stronger than Th.S.l:
Theorem S.la. Let the notation be ~ above. Then there exists ~ unique generalized
measure ",,¢e = ¢e,A e Meas(wx;OK) 00 I with the fonowing interpolation property:
K

for each quadruple (P,m,n,¢) consisting of P
x
and ¢ ~ LC(W , X;~), we have that

E

Xalg(I),

) /2 (p,f
)-lG(~ )-lp8(
K+a+2m
a

)-8 JNp

mE 7l.

with

a~

m<

S(P)H(P)-lfwxn¢nmd¢~

= t(P,KTu,m)W'(f
where

P

P

V

P

(KTu+m,f ,e(n¢) I T )
P
K+a 8

(2~i)K+u+2m-ln(p)

S ~~ positive integer such that e(n¢) e MK+a(r,(Jps)) 0

k~P)-
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Here are some remarks about the theorem, which is a generalization of [11, Th.2.1J:
(i) If we write the level M of e as M= Jp8 with 8 ~ 0 and J prime to p
and if ~ factors through w/pYr, then B as in the theorem can be given by 8+2y
(e. g. [11, Prop. 1 .1]) .
(ii) If K is sufficiently large, any homogeneous polynomial function F of degree
d on V can be written as a finite sum of functions of the form nn r with d = a+2r
Thus if k(P) > d+K, by Th.S.la, we can evaluate the integral:

fwx<PFd<P~.

(iii) When dim(V) = 2 (i.e. K = 1), n is essentially a norm form of an imaginary
quadratic field. In this special case, a detailed study of the measure <P~ for a
fixed P with k{P) = 2 is done by B. Perrin Riou [2SJ, which inculdes with other
things a p-adic interpolation of the Hasse-Weil zeta function of the abelian variety
attached to fp ([16, Th.7.14J) over the imaginary quadratic field associated with n.
Example b.

The measure attached to modular forms ([11, §8J).

Fix a p-adic modular form g
C(LZ p ;OK) + M(J;OK) by

llg

co

llg(<P)

=

L:

n=O
If g E S(J;OK)' then llg

~

M(J;OK)'

Then we can define a measure

<p(n)a(n,g)qn ~ M(J;OK)
is cuspidal.

(cf. [11, Prop.8.1]).

Even if 9 may not be in S(J;OK)' its

restriction to ZZ; is cuspidal and satisfies (S.S). If we take the linear form
v : LZp + OK given by v(w) = wand let ZJ act on 2Zp by z·w = z~w, then
llg

satisfies (S.lc).

Further suppose that

9 ~~ classical modular form ~ Mt(fO(Jpo),;;W).
Then llg satisfies (S.la,b) for t and;: ZJ + O~ ([11, Prop.S.lJ). Thus we can
specialize Th.5.l to the measure ll. Since it is a routine work to derive the
9
formulation of the general theorem for llg from Th.S.l, we shall make explicit the
p-adic L-function attached to A and IIg in the case where 9 is a normalized
eigenform in St(folJp8),;). \~e consider the Rankin product
(5.9)

V(s,fp,g)

= VC(s,f~,90)'

where C is the least common multiple of C(g)
primitive form associated with g.

and C(f p) and where go

is the

Let M(9) (resp. M(A p )) be the motive associated with go (resp. f~ for
p e X (I)). Then the primitive Rankin product D(s,fp,g) is the L-function
alg
attached to the motive M(A p ) ® M(g) ([6, §l]). By the recent solution of the
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local Langlands conjecture for
D(s,fp,g)

GL(2), we know that
==

L(s,

iT

X'IT1),

where 'IT and ITI are the automorphic representations associated with f~ and go'
respectively, and L(s, 'IT x 'ITl) is the L-function attached to 'IT x IT' defined by
Jacquet [18J. The Euler factors of L(s, 'IT x iTl) are completely determined by
Gelbart and Jacquet [18J and [8, §lJ. By their results, V(s,fp,g) coincides with
D(s,fp,g) if there is no finite place q where ITq is super cuspidal and 'IT~ is
equivalent to the contragredient representation of 'ITq up to the twists by unramified
characters. Let Ep be the set of primes where V(s,fp,g) and D(s,fp,g) have
different Euler factors. Then Ep is conjectured to be independent of P but this
assertion is still an open question in general. The following facts are known ([16, §7J
(5.10a) 1f. f~ has.!!£ supercuspida1 prime at least for one
l.:p == <P for all P e Xa 19 ( r) (with k (P) ~ 2),
(5.10b)

l.:p

~

indeoendent of P except for finitely

~

P (i .e.

Ep

==

¢), then

P in Xalg(r).

Thus in the case of (5.l0a), we know the identity V(s,fp,g) == D(s,fp,g) for all
Anyway, by this difficulty, we are forced to consider V(s,fp,g) instead of the
primitive D(s,fp,g).

P.

X

Since ~ I = X~ for each finite order character X: ~px ~ W, we may assume
9 X
9
that 9 is p-minimal without losing much generality. As seen, for example, in [14,
Lemma 10.1], a primitive form f is p-minimal and is not super cuspidal at p if
and only if either a(p,f) ~ 0 or the conductor of f is prime to p. Especially,
f~ is p-minimal and is not super cuspida1 at p. Let h be the primitive form
associated with gl~p (or equivalently, it is the primitive form associated with gPI~'
for the restriction ~' of ~ to(~/J~)x). We define for f=g,gP,h and f~
the algebraic numbers a(f) and a'(f) by
<XI

[(1 - a(f)p-s)(l - a' (f)p-S)r' = l.: a(pn,f)p-ns.
n=O
We assume that a(f p) = a(f~) = a(p,f p)' which is a p-adic unit by definition. We
further suppose that 9 is primitive of conductor Jpo and p-minimal. If TIp is
not super cuspidal, at least one of a(g) and a'(g) is non-zero. Thus we suppose
in this case that a(g) ~ 0 and a(gP) = a(g)p. Define a(h P) and a'(h P) by
a'(h P) = a'(g)p and a(hP)a(gP) = p~-lI'(p) (we use these symbols only when TIp
is not super cuspidal; i.e., a(g) ~ 0). These numbers a(h P) and a'(h P) coincides
with the numbers defined by (5.11) for f = hP except when 'ITp is special. Now let
us define an Euler p-factor supposing that ,ITp is not super cuspidal: Write the
conductors of X and ~pX as pY and pY, respectively. Then we put
(5.11)
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is principal or

is special and
if

rr'p

if rr

y > 0

y

= 0,

is principal or y

I
p is special and

y

> 0,

= 0,

where we have taken the convention that X(p) = X(p) = 0 or 1 according as y
or y = 0 (this convention also applies to ~pX). We further put

>

0

E(s) = E, (s)E 2 (s)E 3 (s).
The following lemma is due to (a suggestion made by) B. Perrin-Riou:
Lemma 5.2. Let the notation be ~ above. Suppose that g .J2.. primitive of conductor
Jpo and p-minimal. Let X be ~ Dirichlet character of conductor py. We regard
X ~ ~ character of ZZ; and extend it to ~ function on ZZp Qx. putting a outside
~; (thus a(n,g\X) = a if p divides n even if X is trivial). Let S be the
sma 11 est exponent ~ that g € SSI. (r a(JpS) ,~), and ~
D(SI.+m ) _- pS(SI.+2m)/2 a(p,f p)-SVJNP ( SI.+m,f p ' ( g \X)\Sl.LS).
Then we have
(i) Suppose that

-----

D(SI.+m)

rrp .J2.. not

SUDer cuspi da 1.

= W'(g)G(x)G(~px)x(J)EtSl.+m)V(SI.+m,fp,9P\x).

Moreover S is qiven as follows:
_w

6 =

_

12

Let

__

t p denote _the trivia' character mod p. Then

;f

X = tp and 0 = 0,
jf Q > a and either X = tp or X = ~p'
otherwise.

0+1
y+y'
(ii)

Then we have

rrp .J2.. super

cuspidal. Then we have
D(SI.+m) = X(J)W (g)Wp(g[x)pS(SI.+2m) /2 a(p,fp)-SV(SI.+m,fp'9P[x),

where

Suppose that

S

1

=

f

max ( Q, 2y)
2y
Q

if

0

.J2.. even,

2y > 0+ 1 ,
if 0 is odd and 2y ~ 0+1.
-----

if

0

is odd and
-----
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Proof. (i) Almost by definition (cf. [30, Lemma 1J), we have that if go
primitive form associated with g\x, then
VJNP(s,fp,gO)
Thus
ITp =
say
Note

is the

= E3(s)V(s,f p,gP\X).

we shall express D(~+m) by VJNP(i+m,fp,qb)' By the p-minimality of g, if
IT{a,a') for quasi characters a and a of ~;, then one of a and aI,
a, is unramified. If ITp = cr(a,a l ), then both a and a' are unramified.
that IT(a,a') ®X = IT(ax,a'x), cr(a,a') ®X = cr(ax,a'x) and a' \zz.x = C;p' Thus,
1

if both ax and a'x are ramified (i.e. y > 0, yl > 0), then
conductor JC(x)C(C;px), and thus in this case, S = y+yl and

P

glX is primitive of

(glx) 1L8 = W(glx)gP\x.
Since W(glx) = W (9)X(J)W p(g!x) by (5.4c), the desired formula follows from
When either X = lp or ~p' then an explicit computation shows that

(5.5c)

1

glx =190 - a(p,go)gol[p]

if 0

>

0 and either X = lp or

9 - a(p,g)gl[p] + C;'(p)p~-lgl[p2J

C: p '

if 0=0 and X = lp'

where 90 is the primitive form associated with glx. This shows the value of 8
as in (i). Now, applying L8 to this formula, we have
(glx) !L8

=1-a(p'90)P-~!2w(g,x)(gg - a(p,go)-lptggl[p])
if 0

>

0 and either X = lp or C;p'

p-1C:'(p)W(g)(gP - ~1(p)a(p,q)pgP![p] + ~'(p)pt+lgPI[p2])
if 0 = 0 and X = lp'
We now suppose that 0 > 0, X = lp and
andO(i+m) =

rrb

is principal. Then we see that 0 = yl

_p-Q,/2+m(yI+1)o.(f~)-yl-lo.(g)~l(g)(1

-

Note that
(1 -(a(f~)/a(9))p-m) = _a(f~)a(gP}pl-m-Q,(l -

(o.(f~)/a.(g))p-m)VJNP(Q,+m,fp,9P).
m+i-l
p
)
a.(f~}a.(gP) .

This combined with (5.5c) (or (5.5b)) shows the result. The case where 0 > 0 but
either ITp is special or X = ~p can be treated similarly; so, we next suppose that
a = 0 and X = lp' Then D(i+m) is equal to

p~+2m-1 a(f~) -2c: (p) W(g) (l_~1 (p) a (p, 9) p1- i-m+~l (p) a( f~) 2p l-i-2m) VJNp Ci+m, f p ,gP)
I

Since a.(gP)a(h P) = ~'(p)pi-1

= a(gP)a.1 (gP) al1ct~' (p)a(p,g)=a(gP) + o.{h P) , we know that
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(1 _ ['(p)a(p,g)a(f~)pl-z-m + ['(p)a(f~)2pl-Z-2m)

=

(1 - a(gP)a(f~)pl-~-m)(l _ a(hP)a(f~)p1-~-m)

= [itP)p1-~-2ma(f~)2E2(~+m).
This finishes the proof of the assertion (i). The value of S as in the second
assertion can be found in Carayol [3, p.208 (g) and 8.1]. The set of supercuspidal
representations is stable under the twist by quasi characters of m;, and hence if
ITp is supercuspidal, then glx is always primitive. In this case E3 (s) is
reduced to 1 and hence the assertion (ii) is obvious from (S.4c).
Theorem S.lb. Fix ~ inteqer a with 0; a < p-l. Let 9 be.! primitive form of
conductor Jpo, of character ~ and of weiqht ~. Suppose that 9 ~ p-minimal
and let IT' = ® rr~ ~ the automorphic representation of GL 2VA) attached to g.
~ there exists .! unique element D = Dg in the quotient field of I 0 AK such
0K
that
(i) If H E I annihilates the module of conaruence CO(A;I), then HD E I ®O AK,
K

~ii)

For each point (P,R) G Xalg(T) x Xalg(A K) such that 0
D(P,R) ~ finite and its value l2. given h

~

k(R)

< k(P)-~,

D(P,R) = tW'(fp)~lW'(g)G(~p)-lG(~)€Rwa(J)S(p)-l
G(€Rwa)G(€Rwa;p)E(t+k(R))V(t+k(R)'fP'9p\€Rlw-a)/Q(p,g,R)
x

{

if

IT lis not super cuspi da 1 ,

Wp(9iERW')pS(R)(~+2k(R))/2a(~)-S(R)V(~+k(~)'fp'9PiER1w-')/G(P,9,Ri
if ITp

where t = t(P,t,k(R))
Lemma 5.2, and

~i.!!.

Th.S.l,

S(R)

~

super cuspidal,

l2. equal to S for X = €RWa

~~

Q(P,g,.R) = (2ITi)t+2k(R)-lQ(p)GIT) (see (4.15)).
This result follows directly from Lemma S.2 and Th.S.l.
Example c.

Eisenstein measures.

Fix an integer b > 1 prime to Jp. Let ,b: C(ZJ;OK) ~ OK denote the well
known measure corresponding to the Kubota-Leopoldt p-adic L-function; namely, for
X
each finite order character x: ZJ ~ W and for each positive integer m, it
satisfies (e.g. [12, Chap.4])
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r

JZ
J

X(Z)Zm-ldr:b

We shall define several measures:
for each m > 1 and

zJ

¢(z)dE

b

ZJ

zJ
zJ

= J ¢d sb

¢(z)dE =

Z
J

b

E

E: C(ZZp x ZJ;OK)

ZJ

ZJ

(1 - bmX(b))L(l-m,;{).

=

p

~

+

~

C(ZJ;OK)
+

(L

n-l

S(J;OK)

+

M(J;OK)' Gm, E : C(ZJ;OK) + S(J;OK)
by the following formulae:

sgn(d)(¢(d)-b¢(bd)))qn,

din
(d,Jp)=l
sgn(d)¢(d))qn,

(L

n=l
din
(n,p)=l (d,Jp)=l
¢(z)dG m =

~

sgn(d)dm-l¢(n/d))qn

(L

n=l

for

¢ E C(ZJ;OK)' and

din
(n/d,Jp)=l

~ (L
sgn(d)¢(n,d))qn for ¢ G C(ZZ xZJ;OK)'
n= 1
din
p
p J
(n,p)=l (d,Jp)=l
The measure ZE b has been employed in [5, §6] and we have the following formulae
by definition:
(5.13a)
(J ¢(Z)dEb)ll p = J (¢(z) - b¢(bz))dE,
ZJ
ZJ
m1
(5.13b)
Gm(¢) IIp = d - (Jz z~-m~(Z)dE)
for d = q~q'
zf

ZZ x Z

¢(w,z)dE =

J

f

wm¢(Z)dE = dm(J ¢dE)
for each 0 ~ m t: ZZ •
ZZp xZ J
ZJ
The existence E and E follows from that of Eb (by (5.13a,c)), which is verified
in [11, §6]. The existence of Gm will be shown in the next section. Anyway, the
existence of all these measures follows from a general result of Katz [20, VI]. Note
that E and E satisfy (5.8) and hence are cuspidal. We can verify directly that
Gm(¢) Ie = 0 for all ¢ E C(ZJ;OK) and thus, Gm is also cuspida1. For each pair
of finite order characters x,n: ZJ + ~~ and for each positive integer k, define
(5.13c)

00

r ( L n{n/d)x{d)dk-l)qn
n=l
O<dln
(n,p)=l
and x{-l) = (_l)k, then we have

Ek(x,n) =
If n : ZZ px

(5.l4)

~

m

~ \I(

f

n(w)x{z)z~-ldE = Ek(xn,n)

E

€

W'[[q]].

Mk(Jpoo;{).

?lp x ZJ
When one considers the series Ek(x,n) for the primitive trivial character n, the
- -1
constant term of the form L(l-k,X)/Z or the term of the form c(z-z)
with c E t
may appear. However, after applying the twisting operator for the character lp' we
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see easily that these terms disappear. Then (5.14) follows from [14, Lemma 5.2J(see
Lemma 5.3 below). Even if X(-l) f (_l)k, the formula (5.14) remains true but it
simply vanishes; i.e. Ek(xn,n) = o. This shows that E is arithmetic of weight 1
with the trivial character lJp' where the action of ZJ on X = ~;XZJ is given
by z(w,z') = (z~w, zz') and the function \) : ~;xZJ -+ ~p is given by (w,z) 1+ w.
Now we shall apply Th.S.1 to the measure E. To formulate our result in a final form,
we prepare a lemma.
Lemma 5.3. Let X and n be primitive Dirichlet characters modulo u and
respectively. Define ~ function on the Poincare upper half plane £t
00

E~(x,n)(z) = o,(u)LlO,n) + o(v)L(l-k,X) + 02(u,v)2~(~_T) + ~

v,

~ x(d)n(n/d)d k- 1qn,

n=l O<dln

where 01 (u) = f 2- 1

k = u = 1,
if k = 2 and
l0
otherwi se,
otherwise,
1
o(v) =,2if v = 1,
L0
otheY'\'Ii se.
Suppose that X(-l) = (_l)k. Then E~(x,n) Iky = xn(Y)E~(x,n)
and for 'T = (~v -~), we have
Eko( x,n) IkL

if

u

= v = 1,

= (uv -1 )k/2 n(-1) G(n)/G (-x)E 0(--)
k n,x .

(On the space of Eisenstein series, the action of 'T is no longer unitary and hence
the root number (uv- l )k/2 n(-1)G(n)/G(x) may not be of absolute value 1.)
Proof. Since the above fact is well known, we here only give a sketch of a proof in
the (absolute convergent) case: k > 2. The case where k = 1 and 2 can be treated
similarly (see §6 in the text). According to Hecke, we define a convergent Eisenstein
series by
~
(cz + d)-k.
(c,d)=(a,b) mod uv
(c,d) 'I 0

Then, as shown by Hecke [8J, we have the following Fourier expansion of this series:
Gk(z;a,b) = o(a)s(k,b) + c k( ~
nk-lsgn(n)e(bn:~nz)),
mn>O
m=a mod uv
= (-2~i) k
where s(k,b) = _
~
n- k, o(a) = f 1 if a = 0 mod uv, and ck
(uv)kr(k)
n=b mod uv
LO otherwise,
n'lO
We consider the sum
v uv
Ek(x,n) = ~ ~ n(a)X(b)Gk(z;au,b).
a=l b=l
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Then the coefficient of e(~~)

(n f 0) of Ek(x,n)
uv
dk-lsgn(d) L x(b)e(~)"
b=l
uv

v
c " L n\a) L

k a=l

is equal to

din
n/d:::au mod uv
Taking the following well known formula into account:
uv
bd
if v J d,
L x{b)e(-) =
b=l
uv
vG(x)x(d/v) if v I d,

10

we see easily that
k - 0
Ek(x,n) = ckv G(X)Ek(x,n).
This shows the first assertion.
Ek(x,n)(z)

=

To prove the second assertion, we note that

L

n(c/u)x(d)(CZ+d)-k.

( c , d)

E

uZl x 7I.

Thus we have that
Ek(x,n) IT(z)
By substituting

= (uv)k/2

(c,d)

L
n(c/u)X(d)(uvdz-c)-k.
(c,d) E u7I.x 7I.
for (d,-c/u), we know that

Ek(x,n)IT

= (vu-')k/2 n(-1)E k(n,X).

This shows the last assertion.
We fix a primitive character X mOdulo J and consider, for each pair of finite
order characters (~,n) of
the Eisenstein series

zz;,

EQ,(xt;n,n) =
I

f

x

n(w)xt;(z)z~-ldE.

Zl XZJ
P
C( n) = pY.

Write C( t;n) = pY and
= W(EQ,(xt;n,n)) is given by

Then by Lemma 5.3, the root number ~l Q, (xt;n,n)

WQ,Cxt;n,n) = (JPyl,",y)Q./2n(-1)GCn)/Gtx~n) = J M2 - l (_l).Q,C;n(J)p.Q,(yI-y)/2- y lr,(x)G(n)G(C;n).
We now define, for each primitive character e and for P E Xalg (l) (k(P)
primitive L-functton of fp by

~

2), the

00

L(s,fp,eJ = L e(n)a(n,f~)n~s.
.
n=1
Let ep be the p~part of e and decompose e = e~ep and write C(e p) = pV. We
define ClJf~) and C/.'.(f~) by (5.11) for f = f~ and assume that C/.(f~) = a(p,fp)'
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We define an Euler p-factor by
s-l

'J

-()

Eel ( s) = (~
) (1 - e p/
a(fp)e'(p)
a(f p)

s-l

) (1 - a

I (

f~ )

e(p ) p- s) .

Then, by virtue of Lemma 5.3, taking E~(x~n,n) as 9 (and E~(n,x~n) as gP)
in the proof of Lemma 5.2, and regardi ng 9 as if it were a cusp form whose automorphi c
representation at p is the principal series representation ~((~n) p ,n p ), we obtain
Corollary 5.4. Let the notation be ~ above, and suppose that X
conductor J. Let S be the smallest exponent of p so that

~

primitive of

Ei(x~n,n) E Mi(rO(JpS),x~n2).
Then, we have
pS(i+2m)/2 a ( p,fp )-sVJNP (i+m,fp,E i (x~n,n)ITS)

= (-1)iJi/2-1~n(J)G(x)G(n)G(~n)Ex(i+m)L(i+m,f~,x~n)El (m+l)L(m+l ,f~,n),
where

denotes the identity character.

1

Let ~ = ~E'A be the generalized measure obtained by applying Th.5.l to the
E;-senstein measure E on ?Z; x ZJ' We fix a primitive character X of conductor J
(i.e. X: ZJ + W). Then we derive another measure ~X'A on ?Z; x~; out of ¢
by putting

Jp

?Zxx~x

cp(w,Z)d'¥Xp,A

p

for all

P e

XCI).

= J?Zx

cplw,Zp)x(Z)d¢p
.
xZ
P J

(cp

E

C(?Zxp x ?Zxp;OK))

Then we obtain easily from Th.S.' and Cor.S.4 the following result:

Theorem S.lc. Let X be ~ primitive Dirichlet character of conductor J. Then
there exists ~ unigue general ized measure '¥ = ,¥X,/.. 1.!!. Meas(?Z; x ~;;OK) ®r with
the following interpolation property: For each pentad (P,~,n,t,m) consistino of
x
finite order characters ~,n:
+ W,
P E Xalg(r) and non-negative integers
t ,m with 0 ~ m < k(P)-t, we have

zz;

S(P)H(P)-lf

ZZX x ZZx

p

=t

I

n(w)wm~(z)zi-ld'¥p

P

( ) (
a ~ ( 1) (0 1 0-)/(2 ~l.)i+2m-l n
(P),
;n ()(G(x)G(n)G(c;n))
J
WI (fp)G(~p) Ex i+m L i+m,fp,x~nJEl m+ L m+ ,fp,n

where t' = [N,J](i-k(P))/2+1 N-k(P)/2 J (2m+k(P)+i-2)/2 r (i+m)r(m+l)

(2~i)i+2m-ln(p)G(x)-lG(n)-lG(~n)-1 - n(p,g,R)
and 9 = E~(x~n,n).
Note that

as in Th.S.lb for

R = Pm,n
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Examole d.

The measure associated with homomorohisms of Hecke alaebras

We now want to interpolate the p-adic L-functions 0g (P,R) obtained in Examole b
considering even g as a variable moving along an irreducible component of the Heeke
algebra. Thus the result here include Th.S.lb as a special case if g is ordinary.
Let A': hO(J;OK) + i\K be a homomorphism of l\-algebras and .; : (ZZ/JpZl)x + O~
be its character. We fix a topological generator u ~ r and identify i\K with
0K[[XJ] by l(U) ~ l+X. Put A(n;X) = A'(T(n)) E 0K[[X]], Then we shall define a
measure 1..0: C(ZZ;x r;OK) + S(J;OK) by

fZZ xp xr <P(w)E(y)ysdA O = n=l~ <p(n)A(n;E(u)us-l)qn

for <p f C(ZZ; ;OK)' s E Zlp and for each finite order character E: :r + o~. We let
ZJ act on
x r by z(w,y) = (Z;w,<zp>y), where <zp> f r is defined by
<Zp>= w(Zp)-lzp' If we write fk,s for fp with P = Pk,E:' then we see easily that

zz;

f

f

x
<P(w)s(y)yk dAo =
x <p(w)dll f
Zlpxr
ZZp
k,e;
for the measure llf
as in Example b and thus 1..0 satisfies (5.8). Let M be a
k,E:
finite extension of LK defined over K and J be the integral closure of i\K in
M. We can generalize the above construction for a more general homomorphism
A' : hO(J;OK) + J of i\K-algebra. Put J* = HomO (J;OK). Then, by the duality in
Th.l.3, we have an OK-linear map
K
(5.15)

1..'*: J*

+

SO(J;OK),

which is the adjoint of A'.

We shall now extend

will be denoted by AO: for each <p
A6(<p®j) =
where llg

fZlpx

E

<pdll g

C(ZZ;;OK)
for 9

A'* to
and

j E

= A'*(j) ~

C(Zlp;OK) ®OKJ*, which

J*, we define

SO(J;OK)'

is the measure as in Example b. Then, by continuity, we have an OK-linear form

1..0 : C(ZZ;;OK) ®OK J* = (MeaS(Zlp;OK) ®OKJ )*
If we let ZJ

act on Zlp

+

S(J;OK)·

via w ~ z~w and if we define

AO lz

for

z

f

ZJ

by

(AOjZ)(cp®j) = A6((cpjz) ®j\<zp», then we have
(5.16)

A6\z

= t;(Z)AO

for any z

E

ZJ'

where t; is the character of A'.
The linear form AO is not exactly a measure but a generalized measure with
values in S(J;OK) in the sense of §3. Then (5.16) is the formula corresponding
to (5.1b); thus, 1.0 is of weight 0 with an abuse of language. For each Q ~ Xa1g (J)

-51with k(Q) ~ 2, we denote by 9Q the ordinary form belonging to ~' at Q in the
sense of [14, Cor.l.S]. We fix an integer a with 0; a < p-l, and for
(P,Q,R) t: Xa1g (I) xXa1a(J) XXa1g(A K), we denote by E(P,Q,R) the Euler factor
0
a
E(k(Q)+k(R)) in (5.l2a,b,c) for 9 = gQ and X = W sR'
~

Let ~: hO(N;OK) 01\ I

Theorem S.ld.

-+

I

be.! primitive I-algebra homomorphism and

K

let ~' : hO(J;OK) -+ ] be another primitive AK-alaenra ho~omorohism. Suppose that
I and ] are defined over K. Then there exists .! unique element 0 ~ the
quotient field of I ®J~AK such that (i) if H E I annihilates CO(A;!), then
H(P)O(P,Q,R) .i2.. integral;i.e., HD E T~)]®AK and (ii) for each point (P,Q,R) in
Xalg(I) XXalg(J) XXa1g(A K) with 0 ~ k(R}+k(Q) < k(P} and k(P) > k(Q) ~ 2,
O(P,Q,R)
where
c

= cwS(p)-lE(P,Q,R)V(k(Q)+k(R),fp,g~ls~lw-a)/n(p,Q,R),

n(p,Q,R)

= (2TIi)k(Q)+2k(R}-ln(p)G(~Q~I)

~ ~ (4.15),

= c(P,Q,R) = (_1)k(Q)[N,J](k(Q)-k(P)+2)/2 N-k(P)/2J (k(P)+2k(R))/2 r (k(Q)+k(R))r(k(R)+l),

w = w(P,Q,R)

= W'(gQ)W'(fp)-lG(~p)-lG(~Q~')G(SRwa)G(ERWa~Q)ERwa(J).

In Th.S.ld, we have interpolated the values of the function E(S)V(s,fp,9~\x).
When A' is the restriction of A to hOlN;OK)' the added Euler factor E(s) has
a trivial zero. In fact, in E(s), we have the following factors: with the notation
of (S.12b), EZ(s) = EZ(s)EZ(s) and
( ) s-l
if rrp is principal or y > 0,
E (S)=I(l- xpp
)
Z
a(gg)a(fg)
II

S-l

(1 -

P

a(hP)a(f~)

)

rrp

if

In either case as above, we can express

EZ(s)

is special and

y

= O.

uniformly as:

E"(s) = (1 _ x(p)a(gQ)pS-k(Q)).
a(f~)
2
Since a(gQ)/a(f~) is always a p-adic unit, if k(R) > 0, EZ(k(Q)+k(R)) does not
vanish for all (P,Q) E X(I) xX(I). However, taking R = Po = Po
and varying
'lp

(P,Q)

on

XCI) xX(I), we know that

E"(P,Q)

= EZ(k(Q)) = 1

- a(gQ)/a(f~)

=1

- a(p,fQ)/a(p,f p)

has a trivial zero at the diagonal divisor Do = {(P,p) I P E X(r)} on X(I)2. Note
that as a function of (P,Q) on X(r)2, E"(P,Q) ;s an element of I®1. Thus we
may ask whether D(P,Q,PO)/E"(P,Q) has a pole at Do or not. An answer to this

-52He fi x a topa log; ca 1 generator

questi on can be g; ven as fo 11 ows:

i\ 00/"K

with

by

-+

(s,t)

0K[[X'Y]]

by regarding

uS _1 (resp. (s,t)

-+

ut_l).

X (resp.

We regard

Y)

u::: rand i denti fy
as a function on ?lpx?lp give'

0K[[X'YJ]

naturaily as a subalgebr

A

of

I ® 1.

Theorem 5.1 d I .
of

A to

hOtN;OK)'

x(r)2
~.i!l

Let the notati on be

~ (P,Q)

Write
f+

~.ill

O(P,Q)

O(P,Q,PO)

f

Th. 5.1 d.

SUDDose that

A' is the restrictio

---

for the p-adic L-function:
Wp

a:: 0, and QQ! 0 (P,Q) :: O(P,Q)/EII(P,Q) ~ ~ element of the
" 1. Then
guoti ent fi e 1d of r ®
(i) If HE- r annihilates the module of conaruence CO(A;I), then (X-Y)HO ' E I®I,
(ii) (X(P)-Y(Q))D'(P,Q)lp=Q:: (l+Y(P))(log(u))(p-l)/p for all non-critical P E X(1)
Th.S.ld for

(We say that

P is critical if

By this theorem,
the values

1

D'

P lies on the support of

has a non-trivial simple pole at

CO(A;I)
~

in

X(I).)

and interpolates

E'(P,Q,Po)V(k(Q),fp,fb)/Q(P,Q,Po)' where

E'(P,Q,PO) = E(P,Q,PO)/E"(P,Q).
Theorems I and II in §O

are a special case of Theorems S.ld and d ' .

a proof of these theorems in §9.

We shall give
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§6. Real analytic Eisenstein series and the holomorphic projection.
Here we shall review the explicit Fourier expansions of (group theoretic)
Eisenstein series of integral weight by following Shimura's method which has been
applied to those of half integral weight [28J. We shall do this here because this
explicit Fourier expansion gives one of keys for the proof of Th. 5.1 and it is
hard to find an adequate reference. We shall give only the outline of the proofs.
Main references are [28] and [32].
In this section, we always write, for v E 0: and s EO:, VS = exp(s log v),
where we shall define the logarithm by log V= log Ivl +ie with -rr<e<rr. We
also write e(x) for exp (2rrRx) for xEO:. Let N be a positive integer
(which may be divisible by p in this section), and let ~ be a Dirichlet character modulo N. For y= (~ ~) ErO(N), put ~(y) = ~(d) and j(y,z) = (cz+d) for
ZE H. Put roo= {±(6 7)lmE71}' If ~(-1) = (_1)A for AE71, the function
y ~ ~(y)j(y,z)-Alj(y,z)I-2s depends only on the left coset of y mod roo'
Assuming that ~(-1) = (-1)\ put
00

L ~(n)n-s,
n=1
(n,N)=1
(6.1)

where we define

flA,sY

for each function

f: H ~ 0:

by

(fIA,SY)(Z) = f(y(z))j(y,z) -A Ij(y,z) 1-2s •
Then these series are absolutely convergent if Re(s)
GtN as follows, when Re(s) > 1 -~,
G*

(6.2)

A,

N(z,s;~) =

2s
N- A-

00

L

d=1

~(d)d-A-2s

> 1 - A2'
d-1
L

and we can express

S(~+a;A+S,S),

r=O
(r,q)=1

00

where

S(z;a,S)=

L

m=-oo

(z+m)-a(z+m)-S for a,SEa:,

which is absolutely convergent
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if

Re(a+8)

> 1.

By the Poisson summation formula, we have
00

(6.3)

S(z ;a,8) =

e(mx)t;(y,m;a,8)

L

for

z

=

x + iy E H,

m=-oo
t;

where

is a function on

R+XlRxa:

2

(R+= {xElRlx>O})

which is given by an

absolutely convergent integral

~(y,t;a,S)

=

fX)
-

Put

HI= {zEa:IRe(z»O}

e(-tex)(x+iy)-a(x-iy)-Sdx

00

if

Re(a+S)

> 1.

.

and

which is absolutely and uniformly convergent if Re(z) >0 and Re(S) >O. This function has a holomorphic continuation on HI x a: 2 and has a functional equation
w(z;1-8,1-a) = w(z;a,S)

(cf. [28, §2] and [32, Th. 3.1]). Furthermore, we have the

explicit formulae ([32, Prop. 3.2]) :

(6.4b)

For

(6.4c)

w(z;a,O)= w(z;l,S)=1.

O<n€71,

We can express

w(z;a,-n) =

~(y,t;a,S)

by

n
L

k=O

w(z;a,S)

n
-k
(k)(1-a.)(2-a) ••• (k-a)z

=

n n
L (k)

k=O

~(y,t;a,S)

=

Thus the function

r(l-a)

as follows:

{ (~)8-a(2rr)a.r(a)-1(2y)-Sta-1e-2rrytw(4rryt;a,S)

(6.5)

r(k -a+ 1) z-,
k

if

t> 0,

(r-T)8-a.(2rr)8 r (S)-1(2y)-al t I8-1 e -21Ty \t\w(41TYltl ;8,a)

if

t<O,

(r-T)8-a(2rr)a+S r (a)-l r (8)-l r (a+8-1)(4rry)1-a-8

if

t=O.

~

also has an analytic continuation, and the series (6.3) always

converges at the point where

~

has no singularity.

in [28, §3] (actually, it is much simpler), we have

In

exactly the same manner as
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Theorem 6.1. We have the following.explicit Fourier expansion:
(2y)S(l-=T)\N(h2S,1jJ)GtN(Z,S;1jJ) =

~'IT(2Y) 1-A-s r (s)-1 r (A+s)-1 r (A+2S-1)L N(A+2S-1 ,1jJ)

+ (2'IT)A+S r (A+s)-1 ~
~ 1jJ(d)d-A-2S+1mA+S-1e(~Z)w(4~Y;A+s,s)
N
m=l O<dim
+

(~'IT)Sr(s)-1(2y)-A ~

~ 1jJ(d)d-A-2S+1e(-~Z)w(4~Y;s,A+s).

m=1 O<dim
Moreover, this series converges absolutely and uniformly for all

s E~

outside the

small circles of singularities of the constant term.
By evaluating, this series for
Corollary 6.2. We have for each

where

01.,1

A> 0

A> 0

is the Kronecker symbol,

at

s = 0,

we have

that

o -1)

TN = (N 0

and

Moreover

g= L (A,1jJ)GtN(NZ,O;1jJ) satisfies giAy= 1jJ(y)g
N
especia.lly, gEM (r (N),1jJ) i f 1.1=2 or 1jJF1N.
A O
By evaluating, the series in Th. 6.1 for

Corollary 6.3. We have for each

A> 0

A> 0

at

for any

s = 1 - A,

that

'IT -1 N 2- A(r-T)AL (2-A,1jJ)(Ny) l- A
(NZ, l-A;1jJ)
GLN
N

A
= 'IT-12-AN1-Z(/:r)ALN(2-A,1jJ)(yl-AE\,N(z,1-A;1jJ))iA TN

=

21 LN(1-A,1jJ)

co

+ L
L
1jJ(d)d
n=1 O<dim

1.-1

e(nz).

yErO(N);

we have
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This function gives an element of

MA(rO(N),~).

Now we shall introduce Shimura's differential operator:

1
t
d
-:r:::),
o t = 2~
lTl (2--=ly + aZ
For

yEGL (JR)
2

with

det(y)

m
OnN = On+2m-2···
On+2
OnN
N
N

>0,

for

t,m ElL.

it satisfies the formula:

A relation between differential operators

0

is given by

and

(6.6)
We may evaluate the series of Th. 6.1 at

s = -r

or

by applying (6.4a,b) and (6.6), we know that for each

s

=

1-A+r

y-rE~+2r,N(z,-r;~) = rf~:~) (-4lT)ro~EtN(z,O;1/I)

(6.7b)

y

E~+2r,N(Z' 1-A-r;~)

=

0 ~r

A
<2.

Thel

O~r<~

(6.7a)

1-A-r

with

([30, (2.9)]),

(-4lT)r r 1-1.
(
))
r{r+1) 0", (y
EtN z, 1-A;~ •

This can be also verified directly by using the series expression (6.1) (cf. [29,
(2.4)]).
Let

L be a positive integer prime to

measures on

ZL

p.

We shall consider the Eisenstein

S x

introduced in Example c in §5 : for each x: (lL/Lp lL)

JZLX(z)dGm = - 02(X) 8ITl y tlLp
n

(6.8a)

-x

-+ ~ ,

we have

(1-V

m
+ (2lT)-m(Lp8)~(/:-r)mr(m)LLP(m,x)E~,LP(z,0;x) 1m 1
(1-x(b)b m)-1

(6.8b)

I x(z)z~-1

dEb

ZL

= IT-12-mL1-Wp8(1-~)(I=T)mLLP(2-m,x)(y1-mE~,LP(z,1-m;x))lm1
where

1"8

= (L~S

(}).

Note that the above formulae are valid

the finite order character

X: ZL ~ ~

factors through

for any 8
(lL/ Lp 8lL )x.

such tha
We put

-57(1-X(b)b m)-1

(6.9)

X(Z)Z~-1 dEb

f
ZL

= 21 LLp ( 1-m, X) +

J

ZL

GI

m,Lp

(X) =

~

2 X BnLpy

+

(

n=1 O<dln

x(z)dG m=

o ( ) <.p( Lp)

X d dm-1 qn

~

00

~

~

)

for m~ 1,

x(d)(a)m-1 qn

n=1 O<dln

G
()
m,Lp X

for m> 2.

These are modular forms in Mm(rO(LpS);W)

except for G2 ,Lp(l LP )'
For each integer m~ 0 and for each subalgebra A of 0:, let Am(A) denote
the space of functions f on H with the Fourier expansion of the following form
00

f = ~ a(n,y)e(~z)
n=O

for some 0 < ME?l ,

where a(n,y) is a polynomial in (4ny)-1 with coefficients in A of degree less
than or equal to m. For each congruence subgroup ~ of SL 2(?l) and its finite
order character ~: ~ ~ A, we define a subspace A~(~;A) (resp. A~(~,~;A)
of
Am(A) consisting of functions f in Am(A)
such that
(i)

(ii)

flkYEAm(o:)

for all

YESL 2(?l);

flky=f

for all

yE~

(resp. flky= ~(y)f for all

yE~).

The following fact is shown in [30, Lemma 7] :
Lemma 6.4. Let ~ be a Dirichlet character modulo N, and suppose that A is a
(I)-algebra. Then for each fEA~(rO(N),1jJ;A) (resp. fEA~(r1(N);A)), if k>2m, we
can express

These modular forms are uniquely determined by f
cusp form.

and are cusp forms if f

is a

We write H(f)

for fO in the above formula. This gives a map, if k> 2m,
H : A~(r1(N);W) ~ M (r {N);W), which will be called the holomorphic projection.
k 1
For each f=

~

(4ny)-r f (r) EAm(o:)

with f{n

r=O
which will be called the constant term of f.
c : A~(r1(N);A) ~ A[[q]].

holomorphic, we put c(f) = f(O),

Then c defines a map
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Lemma 6.5.
(i) (Shimura)..!.i f

9 E A~(ro(N) ,1jJ;a:)

for all
(ii)..!.i k>2m
and

is a cusp form in

and

,t>2n,

with

then

Sk(f O(N),1jJ),

<f,g>N= <f,H(g»N

then

k> 2m.

H(go~h) = (-1/H(ho~g)

for all

hEA~(r1(N),o:)

gEA~(r1(N);a:).

(iii) Suppose that

N is prime to

and

p

ffA~(r1(NpB);Ko)

for a finite exten-

K be the closure of KO .i..!!. S"2. ..!.i k> 2m,
c(f) is in fact an element of M(N;K).

s i on KO/~. Let
mal q-expansion

then the for-

(iv) Let 9EA~(r1(NpB);Ko) and hEMk(r1(NpB);Ko)' and let e be the projection
to the ordinary part on M(N;K) • ..!.i ,t> 2n, then e(H(go~h)) = e(c(g)drh)
in M(N;K)
Proof.

for d=qdd.
-q

The assertion (i) is given in [30, Lemma 6]. The second assertion follows from

the argument which proves [11 ,Lemma 5.3]. If we write

m

fEA~(r1(NpB);Ko)
m

as

L o~_2rfr for frEMk_2r(r1(NpS);KO), then we have C(f) = L drfr by compar=O
r=O
ring the constant term of the both sides. This shows the assertion (ii;). To see (iv),
we write

f=

r

gOk h =

t

r

j=O

.

o~-2r f J

for

o

t = n+r

and

s = k+,t+2r.

Then by the formula (6.6), we have that

C(go~h) = H(go~h) + o~

J=1

Note that

eod=O

djf 0= C(g)drh.
J

(cf. [11, (6.13)]). This shows the assertion (iv).

The following fact is a modification of a result of Shimura [30, Th. 2] and [31,
p. 217] :
Theorem 6.6. Let

and if

hE\(r o(Lp B),1jJ)

Hk-,t)~m<k-,t,

and

9EM,t(ro(LpB),EJ.

Then if

O~m<Hk-,t),
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Proof. We shall give a proof of the case when !(k-t) ~ r < k-t, since the other case
can be treated similarly. By the Rankin-Selberg convolution, we have (cf. [30, (2.4)])
that

and thus,
Vlp(t+r,h,g) =

<hP ,g • E >lpS'

. a
) E*k_ n l (z,t+m+1-k;~1jJ )yt-k+m+1 wlth
where E= COl l (
t-k+2+2m,~1jJ
constant Co F O.
p
P
r
Write r= k-t-m-1 and A= k-t-2r. Then E1TlpS= C1oAG>",lp(~1jJ) for a non-zero
constant C1 by Cor. 6.3 and (6.7a). We see easily that
N,

for

T

=

This shows the assertion.
Th. 6.6 combined with lemma 6.4 shows the following result of Shimura [30] and
[ 31]

Then
Corollary 6.7. Suppose that h is primitive of conductor C. - -the
- number
Vlp(t+m,h,g)
H2m+l <h, h>c
7T
~

algebraic for each integer m with 0

~

m < k-t.
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§7. Duality theorems.
We shall study here the OK-dual space of hO(N;OK)

8

A r and generalize Th. 1.
K

This duality theorem is crucial to the construction of the convoluted measures which
will be constructed in the next section.
Write CK for C(r;OK)
we have a duality:

for simplicity. As explained in the beginning of §3,

(7.1)

We shall fix a topological generator u of r. Let A be a reduced algebra finitE
fl at over AK. Let M be a compact A-modu 1e and put M* = HomO (M, K)' Then we
can define a pairing
K

°

< , > : Mx M*

(7.2)
by <m,m*>(a) = m*{a-m)

~

A*

for mEM, m*EM* and aEA.

Proposition 7.1. Suppose that there exists a -projective system {M.,p
.. }. 'E~'
1
1 J 1 ,J J1
A-modules such that
(i )

of

M~ lim
M.1 _as A-module;
-+i

(ii)
(i i;)

Pij is surjective for all
The OK-module Mi is free of finite rank for each

_T.;....he.;....n~w~e. . .h. .a~v~e_t.;,,;,h~a..;;.t
.
M* ~ lim ({l+m
n

Wi> e 0KOK/pmOK)

and

(M*)*

i.
O:!

M as A-module.

,

Moreover the palrlng (7.2) induces isomorphisms
HomA(M*,A*) O:! M.
Thts fact may be well known but it is important for the sequel; so, we shall
give a proof. If M is finite flat over AK, the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii)
can be verified easily, and they are also satisfied by h{N;OK) and Meas{X;OK)
fora p-adicspace X asin§5(for A= 0K[[ZJ]] or AK).
Proof. Since HomA(M, HomO (A,OK})
K

~ HomO

(Me AA,OK)

~

M* naturally, the last assel

K

tion follows from the first. By the assumption (ii), the adjoint map
p~. : M~ ~ M~
is injective for each pair j> i. Put E = lim M*,..
lJ

1

J

from [1, 11.6.6] that

+

i

Then we see
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M= l~mMi= l~mHomo/Mi'OK)= Hom
1

1

On the other hand, for each pair m> n,
maps :

Obvi ous ly,

OK

(E,OK).

we have a commutative diagram of natural

1im pm-1 E/pmE =0 and thus E = 1im E/pmE is without p-tors ion. There
+

+

m

m

is a natural map

which is bijective because E is dense in E and every OK-linear form is uniformly
continuous. Thus we know that

By the assumption (iii),
Thus we know that
E/pm E ~ Hom

ll p

Mi/pmMi

and Mi/pmMi are mutually Pontryagin dual modules

(1 im M./pmM. ,ll/pm71 ) ~ Hom
-:-

1

1

1

ll P

(M/pmM,ll/pm71 ) ~ Hom il (M,71/pmll ).
P

Therefore we see that
([1, 11.6.3. Prop. 5]

E= 1im E/pm E = 1im Hom71 (M,71/pm71 ) = Homll (M, 7l p)
+
+
p
p
m
m
Note that M*

~

that E = M*.

Note that

_

HomO (M,OK)

K

This finishes the proof.

~

HomO (M,Hom 71 (OK' 7l p ))
K
p

~

Hom 71 (M, 7l p).

P

Thi s shows
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Corollary 7.2. Let M and E be compact A-modules. Suppose that M satisfies
the condition of Proposition 7.1 and E ~ HomA(M,A*) as A-module. Then if we
denote by <, > the pairing
Mx E ~ A* which gives the above isomorphism,
then the pairing

< , >0
defined by <m,e>O= <m,e>(1)

: Mx E ~

OK

gives an isomorphism

E

~

M*.

This is a direct consequence of Proposition 7.1.
Proposition 7.3. Let M be a compact A-module, and let a be an ideal of A.
Put M*[a] = {m* E M* I a·m* = a for all aE a}. Then we have a natural isomorphism
(M/aM)* ~ M*[a].
Proof. Since A is noetherian, we may choose a finitely many generators al, .•. ,a r
of a. Then by definition, we have that M/aM = M/a 1M+ ... + arM and
M*(a] = ~ M*[a i ]. We consider an exact sequence :
Mr
> M -~ M/aM ~ 0
1
W
~
which yields another

(ml,···mr)~ a 1m1+···+a r mr

0 ~ (M/aM)* ~ M* ~

(M*)r.
r

m

~

This shows the result.

\.II

E9

i=l

a.m
1

Now we shall return to the situation of §5 : Let K be a finite extension of
LK defined over K and I be the integral closure of AK in K. Put
1*= HomO (I,OK) and
= Hom A (I,A K). They are naturally I-modules. By Lemma 3.1
K
K
dAd
and (7.1), we know that as AK-modules, 1* ~ CK, I ~ AK for d= d(l) = [K: LK].
Let N be a positive integer prime to the fixed prime p~5, and write

r

for the palrlng defined by <h,f>(y) = a(l,flhy)
with Prop. 7.1 shows that

as

AK-modules under <, >.

(yEr).

Then, Th. 1.3 combined
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Theorem 7.4. Let

M be a compact AK-module satisfying the conditions of Prop. 7.1
for A =1\K. Then we have a canonical isomorphism of I-modules :
(M0 A 1)* Q! M*0 A I. In particular, we have a canonical isomorphism of modules over

K

K

h(N ;OK) e 1\ I
K

which is given by the pairing

r)

( , ) : (h(N;OK) e 1\ 1) x (S(N;OK) e 1\
K
K
defined by

(hei, feqJ)= <h,f>(qJ(i))

(The tensor product

h(N;OK) 81\ I

K

for

iEI,

and S(N;OK) 81\

hEh(N;OK)

I

K

and

and

fES(N;OK).

are automatically complete under

I

the p-adic topology, since the
ma 3. 1 ) . ) .

1\K-modules

Proof. We simply write A for
calculation and Cor. 7.2 :

A • The result follows from the following formal
K

Hom r (M0 Ar,I*)

I

~ OK

are free of finite rank (Lem-

Q!

HomI(Me AI, HomA(I,A*))

(Prop. 7.1)

Q!

HomA(M 0 AI 0 II ,A*)

[1,11.4.11

Q!

HomA(M 0 AI, A* 8 AA)

Q!

Hom (M,A*) 8 AHomA (I ,A)
A

Q!

M*

(Lemma 3.1, [1, 11.4.4])

A

0

(Prop. 7. 1) ,

AI

since M0 AI again satisfies the condition of Prop. 7.1 for A =1. The fact that
the isomorphism given for S(N;OK) is a morphism of modules over h(N;OK) 8 A r
K
follows from the explicit form of the pairing given in the theorem.
Corollary 7.5. Let M be a compact AK-module satisfying the condition oJ Prop. 7.1.
For each PEX(I;OK)' we have a canonical isomorphism of I-modules:
(M*8 AK1)[PJ

Q!

M*[pnAKJ.

In particular, if

(SO(N;OK) 8 A/HPl
as

hOtN;OK) ®J\KI-modules.

Q!

P€Xalg(I;OK)

S~(P)(~r(p),e:p;OK)

and k(P) ~2

canonically

then
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Proof.

From Th. 7.4, we know that

By Prop. 7.3, we have that
other hand, we know that

(M 8 A 1)*

K

!:>!

M*

@

A

I.

K

(M 19 A I/PI)* = (M 19 A 1 8 II/PI)* !:>! (M* 8 A I }[PJ. On the
KKK
M8 A I/PI ot M8 A AK/(P n AK), since I/PI ot AK/(P n AK){ot (

K

K

naturally as AK-modules. Again by Prop. 7.3, we have that
(M8 A (AK/(pnA K)))* ot M*[pnA K]' which proves the first assertion. Then Th. 2.1,
K

Prop. 1.2 and Prop. 7.3 show the last assertion since
tion.
Remark 7.6.

For each

PEX(I;OK)'

we have a unique

pnA K= Pk(P)'€p

by defin"

OK-algebra isomorphism

ip : I/PI ot OK by definition. We thus have a canonical element ipE (I/PI)*. The
identification of (I/PI)* with OK as in the proof of Cor. 7.5 is explicitly givi
by: 0K3a 1--> a· ipE (I/PI)*. For each PEXalg(I;OK) with k(P) ~2,
the natural algebra homomorphism for k=k(P),r=r(P) and €=€p as

if we wri"

and the natural inclusion as

then we have that
(7.4 )

(h

19

i , 1 k , € ( f)

8

bi p) =

<rr k , € ( h)

8 (i mod P) , bf

>

= b( i mod P) a ( 1 , f Irrk ,€ (h) )
for
as in

hEho(N;OK)'

iE1,

Th. 7.4 and

<, >

bE OK and f E S~(CPr,€;OK)'
is as in Prop. 1.2.

where the pairing

(

,)

is

Corollary 7.7. Let M be a compact AK-module satisfying the conditions of Prop. 7
for A=A K• Let tp: M* ---+ SO(N;OK) be a AK-linear map. Put
~= tp8 id : M*8 A I ---+ SO(N;OK) 8 A 1. Then for each PEX alg (1;OK) with k(P) ~2

K

K

we have the following commutative diagram
(M* 8 A r)[p]
K
?II

M*[Pk(p) ,€ p]

~I\

---.:...--)~ S~(<l>r(P) ,e:P;OK)'
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where the vertical isomorphisms are those of Cor. 7.5.
This is a direct consequence of Cor. 7.5.
Now we shall define a key linear form:
~

t:: tA : S (N;OK)

A

III

A I ~ OK
K

for each primitive homomorphism A: hO(N;OK)

I!

A I --+

I.

Let CO(A;I)

be the

K

module of congruences as in (4.3), and let HE I (H F 0) be the element chosen in
§5 before Th. 5.1 which annihilates CO(A;I). Since A is primitive, A induces
a decomposition of K-algebra: hO(N;OK) 8 A K = K $ A as in Th. 4.2. Let 1K be
K

the idempotent corresponding to the first factor. Then, by the very definition in
(4.3), we know that H· 1KEho (N;OK) 8 A r. Then, by Th. 7.4, we shall define t by
K
(7.5)

Proposition 7.8. Let PEX 1 (I;OK) with k(P) ~2. Let A: hO{N;OK) iliA I ~ I
ag
-K
be a primitive homomorphism of I-algebras and Ap: h~{P)(~r{p),£p;OK) ~ OK be
the induced OK-algebra homomorphism. Let h~(P)(~r(p),£p;K) = Kp $ Ap be the decomposition of K-algebra induced by Ap as in (4.2) and 1p be the idempotent of the
factor Kp( O:! K). Then the restriction of tA to the subspace
(SO(N;OK) 8 A I)[PJ' (O:!S~(P)(~r(p),£p;OK)) is given by

K

0

tA(g) = <H(P)-1 p,g>= H{P)a(1,gI1 p) for 9ESk(p)(~r(p),£p;OK)'
H{P) -1 p E h~(p) (~r(P) '£p;OK)'

Especially

This is obvious from Th. 4.2, (7.4) and the definition (7.5). If the Gorenstein
condition (4.5a) is satisfied, Th. 4.4 (4.6c) asserts that H{P) gives the exact denominator of 1p in h~(P){~r(p)'Ep;K) relative to h~(p)(~r(p),Ep;OK)'
We

define a linear form for

PEX a1g (I;OK)

with k(P}; 2

with the notation of Prop. 7.8. This linear form is studied in[11, §4], and we have c
formula for 9ESk{P)(fo(Npn),Ep1/Jw-k;W) with each n~r(P).
(7.6)

n-dP)

f )r{P)-n (n-r(P))(k-1) <hp I [p
],g>Npn
p
iVp 9 e - a p, P
<h f >
P' P Npr(P)
n (

I )_ (

-d)

where hp =f~lk( Or
and [pCL] is the operator defined in §1.III. (gle is knm
Np
rep)
-k to belong to Sk(P)(fO(Np
),E: p1jJw ;(Q) for any n~r(P); [11, Prop. 4.1], and thus
tp(gle) is well defined).
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§8. Convoluted measures.
In this section, we shall develop a general theory of p-adic convolution of
a measure over the group ZL and a generalized measure as in §3. Let J be a positive integer prime to p and put
ZJ = 11m (?l/ J Pr ?l ) x = r

x (?l/ J p?l ) x

for

r ';; 1 + p?l p c.?lx.
p

r

Let AJ = 0K[[ZJ]] be the continuous group algebra of ZJ' Take a positive integer
L which is a multiple of J and is prime to p. Let M (resp. U and V) be a compact AJ-module (resp. compact AL-modules) satisfying the conditions of Prop. 7.1
for A=A J (resp. A=A L). For our later application, we take as M either
Meas (X;OK) for a p-adic space X, I as in §5 or I ; J as in Th. 5.1d. We

°K

shall fix a continuous character a: ZL ~ O~ and define the action of ZL on
C(ZL ;OK) (twisted by a) by

Thus we allow the twisted action of ZL on C(ZL;OK) which may differ from the
usual one. Let E: C(ZL;OK) ~ U* = HomO (U,OK) and ~: M* --+ V* be
K

AL-linear maps (for the twisted action on C(ZL;OK)). Here we consider M* as an
AL-module via the natural projection: AL --+ AJ • We suppose that there is a
OK-linear map m: U*8 0 V* ~ S(L;OK) such that
K
m(u8v)la= m((ula)e(vla))
As an example of U* and V*,

for aEA L.

we may take
and

Note that M(L;OK) is a topological ring with the product induced by 0K[[q]]
(which is the usual product of modular forms: (f,g) ~ fog), S(L;OK) is an
ideal of M(L;OK) and the multiplication of M(L;OK) satisfies the condition of m
as above. In applications in this paper, we always work under this choice of U* and
V*. However, if one considers also modular forms of half integral weight, there is
another example of U* and V* different from those treated in this paper. The case
of half integral weight will be studied in detail in our subsequent paper. Thus, this
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application in mind, we shall treat the topic a bit more in general than what is
necessary here.
We sha 11 natura 11 y extend

(8.1)

$: M*0

Lemma 8.1.

M*0

0

<p

<p 8 i d : M* 8

to

U* ~ S(L;OK)
K

by

OK

U*

~

V* 8

OK

U*

and defi ne

tV= me (<P8id).

U*= lim (M*8 U*) 8
0K/pr OK ~ HomO (M,U*) ~ (M8 U)*
0K
0K
0K
0K
~
K
r

canoni-

cally.
Proof. We have a natural map

M* 8

0

U* - +

K

<p8 u 1---+

HomO (M,U*);

K

(m 1+ <p(m)u).

On the other hand, we see
HomO (M,U*) = HomO (M, HomO (U,OK)) ~ (M8 0 U)*.
KKK
K
Now we shall verify the conditions of Prop. 7.1 for

Me

and

U.
O
K

i
U = lim Uj as in Prop. 7.1, then the projections: M --+ M.1 and U --+ U.
J
j
are surjective, and we have a natural surjection : M8 0 U --+ Mi 8 0 Uj • Thus we
K
K
U. whose image is p-adically dense.
have an injection
M8 U - + lim M. 8
0
~
1 0K J
K
i ,j
Thus we know that
A

M8

U ~ lim M. 8 0 U. = li.m Mi 8 Ui •
0K
0K
.~. 1
KJ
...,1 ,J
1

Thus the desired conditions are verified. We then see from Prop. 7.1 that

Thus we know that

which finishes the proof.
Hereafter by Lemma 8.1, we shall identify

with

HomO (M,U*).

K
let

ZL

act on

C(MxZL;OK)

by

We
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E*(F) : M ~

We then define a function

I

=

E*(F)(m)

(Flz)(m,1)dE(z)

for

U*

mEM.

for each

We equi p

FE C(M x ZL ;OK)

C(M x ZL ;OK)

by

with the supreme

ZL

=

Sup IF(m,z)l p • Since M and ZL
m,z
compact Banach space. The compactness of M x ZL

norm: IIFII

F.

Thus for any

m - m' E H,
C(ZL,OK)
FE M* 8

°

s)

0,

are compact, this space becomes a
assures the uni form conti nui ty of

we find a neighbourhood
ZL 3 z ~

the norm of the function
is smaller than

E.

H of

This shows that

0

in

(Flz)(m,1) - (Flz)(m' ,1)

E*(F) EC(M,U*).

C(ZL ;OK)' by regarding F as a function on Mx ZL'
K
E*(F) E HomO (M,U*) = M* 8 U*. Thus we have a 0K-l inear map

°K

K

M such that if

~ M* 8

Homo (M,U*)

K

in

For any
we know that

°K

U*.

We shall define

°

E * <p : M* 8

(8.2)
by

C(ZL ;OK) ----+ S(L ;OK)
K

(E*<p)(F)= <p(E*(F»ES(L;OK)

We shall define another action of

(8.3)

ZL

as in (8.1).

<p
on

C(M x ZL ;OK)

by

(<1>\1 z)(m,x) = CL(z)<I>(m,zx).
CL

Proposition
of

for

8.2.

The action

C(MxZL;OK)'

of

ZL

preserves the subspace

and the convoluted measure

gives a morphism of
Proof.

(8.3)

E*<p: M*8

M*& 0KC(ZL;OK)

C(ZL;OK) --+ S(L;OK)
0K

(8.3).

AL-modules under the action

The first assertion is obvious; so, we shall prove the second one. There is

a natural projection map:
image of

z E Zv

ZL --+

We shall 1et

ZL

ZJ'

and we write

°K

act on

M*

on

C(M,U*)

8

u*

zJ E ZJ

for the projected

di agona 11 y by

(mau)!z= (m!zJ)e(u!z).
We also define an action of

where the last

z

ZL

acts on the~<I>(iJ.m) E U*
(value

by

through the action of

ZL

on

U*.

The
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natural inclusion:
Then by definition,

M*8 0 U* ~ C(M,U*) is compatible under the action of ZL.
K
iP: M* 8 u* - + S(L;OK) becomes AL -equivariant. On the

°K

other hand, if we let Z E ZL act on
defined as above, we have that
(E*(F) I z)(m) =

E*(F) E M*

(J

Qt

°

U*
K

through the diagonal action

(Flx)(zm, 1)dE(x)) Iz,
Zl

where in the right-hand side,
action on U*
we see that

for fixed

(J

m.

ZEZ
Since

(f

acts on

l

E is

(Flx)(zm, 1)dE(x)) Iz =
Zl
=
=

(Flx)(zm,1)dE(x)) EU*

via its

ZL
Al-linear for the twisted action by a,

J a(z)(Flzx)(zm,1)dE(x)
Zl
J a(z)F(x- 1m,zx)dE(x)
Zl
JZ «F\I a z)lx)(m,1)dE(x)

(cf. (8.3)).

l

This shows that E*(F)\ Z= E*(Fllaz) and the
by definition, since ~ is Al-linear.
lemma 8.3. let

a

be an ideal of AL'

(m I) <p)IIaz = mI) (<plaz).

Then, if ALIa

have a natural isomorphism:

Al-equivariance of

and let

z E Zl

act on

M*

E*tp= tp0 E*

is free of finite rank over

C(Zl ;OKHa1 at

°K

M*

C!

(M* 8

°K

°

8 KC(Zl ;OK) -by
OK or J\K'

we

C(Zl ;OK) Ha].

Proof. We shall prove the lemma only when ALIa is free of finite rank over OK'
since the other case can be dealt with similarly. We have an exact sequence of 0Kmodules: 0 ~ a - + AL - + ALIa - + O.
a commutative diagram :

Since

ALIa

is

OK-free, we have

- + a* - + 0

II

where the horizontal rows are split exact sequences. Thus we have an (split) exact
sequence :
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o -+

C(Zl ;OK)[a] 0 0 M* - + C(Zl ;OK) ~ 0 M* - + a* ~ 0 M* - +
K K K

M*)* !::! a 0 0 M and (C(Zl ;OK) @0 M*)* = Al @0 M.
0
K K K
K
exact sequence of the above combined with Prop. 7.3 shows that

Note that

(a* 3

(C(Zl;OK)[a] 0

M*)*!::! M@O ALia!::! ((C(Zl;OK) 8 M*)[a])*.
0
0
K K K

~: Zl - + O~

Corollary 8.4. let
be the corresponding
ces an

P~=

Then the dual

This shows the result.

be a continuous character and

OK-algebra homomorphism. Put

O.

Ker(~a).

~a : Al - + OK
Then

E*(p

indu-

OK-linear form:

which is explicitly given by

Proof. The identification:
1

~ ~a-1,

OK!::! C(Zl;OK)[P~]

since we have let

Then we identify

M*

Zl

act on

is induced by the correspondence
C(Zl;OK)

by the twisted action by

with

C(Zl ;OK)[P ~J e 0KM* = (C(Zl ;OK) ;; OKM*)[P~]
</>

~

We shall now decompose canonically
(Zl/lpZl)x - +

Zl

= r

E * (p.

x (Zl/lpZl)x.

{</> E C(Zl ;OK)

I </>(I:;z) =

~(z:;)<p(z)

=

{<PEC(Zl;OK)

I <plar;

a1jJ(r;)<p

~,

For each character

we put

C(Zl ;OK)[~] =

If we denote by
ced by

O~,

by

((z ,m) 1----+ 1jJa-1 (z)</>(m)).

Then the assertion follows from the definition of

~

a.

~a : 0K[(71/LpZl)X] - +

we have an extension

=

OK

the

for

I:; E (71/lpZl)x}

OK-algebra homomorphism indu-
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which is surjective. We write ~ for the restriction of a to (~/Lp~)x. Then
by applying Lemma 8.3 to a= Ker(id0 (~tjJ)a)' we have a canonical isomorphism
C(ZL;OK)[tjJ] 80 M* ~ (C(ZL;OK) 00 M*)[a]. Thus, we know that E*tp induces
K
K
E*tp: M*0 0 (C(ZL;OK)[~-ltjJ])
K

----+

S(L;OK)[tjJ],

with the notation of §l.V.
~

let
t

= t

(8.4)

I

be a primitive

I-algebra homomorphism, and

be the character of ". Let
OK be the linear form defined in (7.5). Suppose that

"

L is divisible by N and J.

By extending each function

cp E C(r;OK)

to

ZL by

where Zo (resp. <zp» is the projection of ZEZ L in (~/Lp~)x (resp. r), we
.
have an isomorphism : C(r;OK) ~ C(ZL;OK)[av-l tjJ], WhlCh
is the adjoint of
v-l
spaces as above in this manner. We shall
i d 0 (a tjJ) a • We s ha 11 identify the
consider the OK-linear map:

defined by the composite

(i.e. 'l'= eoTL/No (E*tp)), where TL/N is the operator defined in §l.VI and e
is the projection to the ordinary part given in §2. Note that C(r;OK) 8 A I ~ I*
by Prop. 7. 1 through the correspondence:
know that

°

°

<p 8

i

1---+ (i 1---+ cp{ i (i) ) ).

K

Thus we

°

M* 8 C(r;OK) 8 A I ~ M* 8 I* ~ (M 8 1)* by Lemma 8.1.
KKK
K
Definition.

We shall define a general ized measure

E*"tp EM 8

°I
K

by the composite
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(8.5)

= lA o ('Y8id.):(Ms O I)*Co!M*~oC(r;oK)O)A I
KKK

In the first part [11, p. 189], we used the trace operator instead of TL/N to define E*A lP or more precisely 'Y. This change of operators gives much improvement
in the result, and the utility of TL/N
Note that for each

was found by B. Perrin-Riou [25].

P E X( I ;OK)'

°KAK
1/ PI Co! MO)O I/ PI Co! M.
K

(M 8

I)

0)

Thus we may consider the image (E*AlP)P

of E*AlP

in

M according to the above map.

Theorem 8.5. For each P EX 1 (r;OK) with kp> 2 and <p E: M*, we have
a 9
-::r -k k -1
(E*AlP)P(</» = H(P)lp a TL/N a e($(m ~ £*(z. 1---+ a e:tjJw (z)zp<p(z m)))), where
zp E
;s the projection of 1,£ ZL' k = k(P), e: = e:p
and lp is as in (7.6).

7l;

Proof. One can naturally identify
((M 8
and

°K
I) A I/PI)* Co! (M ° I/PI)* Co! M*
KK
0)

It

°

((M; 0 I) 0) A I/PI)* Co! (M* 8 C(r;OK)
KKK

0)

A I) [P]
K

(Prop. 7.3)

Co! M* 8 o/c(r;OK)[Pk,e:])

(Cor. 7.5)
for

~

= e:tjJw -k ,

where P~cAL is the ideal as in Cor. 8.4. Then, we may regard (E~;;.lP)p as the resk
triction of E'\lP to M*8 C(ZL;OK)[P~] (for ~= e:tjJw- ), which is canonically
0K
isomorphic to M*. Then by applying Cor. 8.4 to ~, we obtain the result from
Prop. 7.8.
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§9. Proof of Theorems 5. 1, 5 ~ 1d. and 5. 1d I .
Proof of Theorem 5.1.
We shall use the same notation as in Th. 5.1. Especially, we denote by
~ : C(X;OK) ~ S(J;OK) the given arithmetic measure of weight t and of character ~ and by A: hO(N;OK) 8 J\KI --+ I
the primitive I-algebra homomorphism.
let l be the least common multiple of J and N, and let
E : C(Zl: OK) --+ S(l;OK) be the Eisenstein measure defined in §5, Example c,
which satisfies

2f

</>( z)dE =
ZL

~

n=l
pin

din
(d,lp)=l

We shall define an arithmetic measure ~l
~ by ~L(</»= ~(</»I[l/J] (</>FC(X;OK))'
the operator defined in §1.III. Then one
of weight t and of character ~ (which
act on C(ZL;OK) by
(9.1a)

sqn(d)</>(d) )qn E 0K[ [q]J.

L

: C(X;OK) ~ S(L;OK) out of the given
where [L/J]: S(J;OK) ~ S(l;OK) is
can easily verify that ~L is arithmetic
factors through ZJ). We shall let ZL

( </> II z )( x) = ~ ( z ) z~ </> ( z • x)

(9.1b)
where x ~ z·x (xEX) is the action of ZEZ L on X as in (5.1b). The action
of ZL on C(ZL;OK) is the twisted action by the character a: Z ~ zp considered in §8. As seen in Example c in §5, E is of weight 1. Thus, under the action
(9.1a,b), the measures E: C(ZL;OK) ~ S(L;OK) and ~L : C(X;OK) ~ S(L;OK)
becomes AL-linear. We write M for this AL-module C(X;OK) and apply the theory
in §8 to ~L and E. We take S(L;OK) as u* and V* in §8 and the usual multiplication of S(L;OK) is taken as m. Put <P=E*A~LEMeas(x,OK)80 1. We shall
K

show that this generalized measure satisfies the requirement of the theorem. Let
x
X : ZJ ~ W- be a finite order character, and let </> E LC(X,X;W). Suppose that
~(</» EM t (r 1(JpS)). Then, by (5.1b), we know that
(9.2)
~(</» EMt(ro(JpS),~x) and ~L(</» EMt(ro(LpB),~x).
a field.
Since Kn ~p = K, for each finite extension KI/K , KI = K®KKI is still
.
If II denotes the integral closure of J\KI in KI, we have a unique scalar

-"
-,.Lf.-

extension of ,\:

,\'

= ;\0id : hO(N;OK)

1

I'

= hO(N;OK)
\

I' -+ I'.
r
By construction, one sees that ~' = E*, ,~L is the natural image of ~ = E*,~L
A
under the scalar extension map: Meas(X;OK) ®OKI -+ Meas(X;OK') ®OK,I'. Thus to prove
§\

K

1\

0\
1

I

K

A

0

A

the theorem, replacing A, I and OK by its extension A', I' and OK'
we may assume that the condition (3.lb) holds for rand P E Xa 1g (r;OK).
,
Write E for Ep ' k for k(P) and
k(P) ~ 2. Then we have by Th.S.S that

Ix~Vmd~p = H(P)~poTL/Noe(Ix

r

for

r(P)

for

if necessary

PEXalg(I;OK)

with

E¢w-k(z)z~-l((~vmllz-l)(X)dE(Z)d~L(x)).

Iz

L

Note that by (9.1a) and (S.le)

e(f f €¢W-k(Z)Z~-l((~vm) Ilz-l)(x)dE(z)duL(x))= e(I n(z)z~-j-ldE·f ~vmduL),

(9.3)

X ZL
where we write n for
(9.4a

) I ()

(9.4b )

ZL

E¢w-k~-lx-l

and j

Z n z zpk-j-l dE -- Ek-j,LP (n ) Ilp
L

for

~ + 2m. Also note that

X

1
if k > j (<<>0 ~ m < ±Zk-~)),

dl+j-k(I Z n()
z zpk-j-ld E) = G2+j-k.LP (n ) I
lp ·lf j ~ k

( «>k-Z

2m ) ,

~

L

where d is the differential operator q~q defined in §l.VIII and lp is the
twisting operator in §l.VII for the trivial character modulo p. We have to be
careful about the fact: Jx~VmduL = (L/J)-mdm(~L(~))
(cf. (S.lc)) and also we
shall use the fact that e(hdf) = -e(fdh) and e(h(fll p)) = e((hllp)f) (Prop.2.4).
Then we apply to (9.3) the above facts and obtain the formula:
e( IZLn(z)z~-j-l dE·

Ix ~vmd~L)

1

=

(-J/L)me ( (~L(~) 11p)dm(Ek_j ,Lp (n)))

if 0 ~ m< ¥k-~) ,

(_J/L)me(~L(~) IIp)dk-~-m-l(G2+j_k.LP(n)))
if itk-~) ~ m< k-t.
Note that fllp = f - (f\T(p)) I[p]. Thus by
for all ~ € C(X;OK)' we know that uL(¢) !lp
for any Y ~ 8. we may suppose that n is a
Lemma 6.5 (iv), we have with the notation of

I

e( ZL n( z) z~-j-l dE·

Ix~vmdi)

=

r

the assumption (5.8) that u(~) IT(p) = 0
L
L
= u (¢). Since u (¢) E Mt(rO(LpY) '~X;(Q)
character of (~/Lp8~)x. Then by
(6.9) that

-J/l)m eoH ( ~L (~)

at j (E k_j ,Lp (n)))

if 0 ~ m<

¥k-~) ,

(-J/L)meoH(~L(¢)o~:1=~-1(G2+j_k,LP(n)))

if t(k-~) ~ m< k-~.
L
m
(
L(
k-t-m-l G + - ,Lp n
We write simply 9 for either H(~ (¢)ok_j(Ek_j,LP(n))) or H u ¢ ) 02+j_k
2 j k
I

(

)))
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according as the above condition on m, where H is the ho1omorphic projection
n
.
defined in §6. Then, by (7.6), we have that
r
)(k 1)
<hp i[p::5- J,gIT, IN>N S
¢vmd<p = H(P)a(p,f )r-sp s-r - (_J/L)m
L,
I p .
X
P
P
<hp,fp>Npr
By (1.7) combined with [27, (3.4.5)], we have that

(.

f

<hPI [s-r]
p
,g ITLlN>NpS -- ( LIN )k<hp I [s-r]
Lp
,g>LpS -- ( LIN )k/2 Pk(r-s)/2 <fpPI lLpS,g>Lp~'
since
~

L( )

¢

hpl[Lps-r/N ]

= (LPs-r/N)-k/2f~llLPS for lLpP = (L~(3-d). Note that

= ((-1) k (L/J) -k/2 (~(¢)I~lJps)l£lLPS.

Then the assertion follows from Th.6.6

and the following formula:

1

<hp,fp>Npr
k
(9 . 5) -~.;......:.;~- = (-1) W( fp )
if fp = fOp,
o fO
r
f
< P' P>Np 0
k1
k2
~ ~'(p)p ~ ~'(p)p 2
( - 1) kW (f ) p( - k)12 a (p f ) ( 1 P
)( 1 P
)
P
, P
a(p,f p)2
a(p,f p)2

if fp ~ f~.
This formula (9.5) is given in [25, Lemma 27] when k(P) = 2 and the general case:
k{P) ~ 2 follows from the same computation there "or the formula [30, {3.2)J.
Proof of Theorem S.ld. Let L be the least common multiple of Nand J.
<p = E*A(Ao)L with the notation of the above proof of Th.S.1, where
(Ao)L : C(ZZp;OK) ®O J*

+

S(L;OK)

is defined by (AO)L = [L/JJoAO.

Put

For each

K

Q € Xa1g(J;OK) with k(Q) ~ 2, we have a natural map:
C(ZZxp;0l<)®O 1*':;' C{ZZxp;OK)®O J*[QJ 00 1* + C(ZZXp;OK) 0 0 J* ®O 1* ~ OK·
KKK
K
K
By definition, this is nothing but the convoluted measure E*A(~g)L for the measure
Q
~g

associated with gQ as in Example b in §S. Then we apply Th.S.lb, which has
Q

already been deduced from Th.S.l, and obtain the result.
Proof of Theorem S.ld'.

We shall deduce Th.S.ld'

from the following result:

Theorem 9.1. Let the notation and the assumption be as in Th.S.ld. Then, for each
------ - ----b
integer b > 1 prime to JNp, there exi sts ~ un i que general i zed Iwasawa functi on <p
in the quotient field of I®J such that
-----b
"(i) !! HE I annihilates CO(A;I), then H(P)<p (P,Q) G I®J,
(ii) for each (P,Q) E Xalg(I) XXalg (]) with k(P) ~ k(Q) ~ 2, we have

<pb(P,Q) =1CWS(P)-1(1-~~_lEPEQ1(b)<b>k(P)-k(Q))t'(P'Q)V(k(Q)'fP,gQ)/S"6(P,Q,P o ) ifk(P»k(Q
~ and ~ = s.;
o
if k{P) = k(Q)j ~~ither P ~ Q or A does not factors through A',

1~P(109«b») if P = Q and A'::: Alho(N;OK)'
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where c = c(P,Q,P O), \'1 = w(P,Q,P O) as i!!. Th.S.ld and E:(P,Q):: E(P,Q,PO)/EZ(P,Q)
for E2"(P,Q) defined in Th.S.ld' and <b>:: bw(b)-l E': 7l.x.

-

-

--

p

Proof. Put ~b:: Eb* (~,*)L Eli J for (~,*)L:: [L/JJO~'* and ¢b(p,Q) :: H(P)-l~b(p
where Eb: C(ZL;OK) + M(J;OK) is the Eisenstein measure defined in §S in Example c.
By Th.8.S combined with the argument which proves Th.S.l, we know that

~b(p,Q) :: H(P)~poTL/Noe(f n(z)z~-~-ldEb.(gQ![L/JJ)),
ZL
where n:: EpEQ-1 ~~ -1 w~-k for k:: k(P) and ~:: k(Q).
Z-pldE b :: (1_ 1)log«b» E 71. ,

fZL

p

By the well known formula:

P

if k >
if k

~,

=~

and n

= id.

When k > ~, the same calculation as in the proof of Theorems 5.1 and S.ld
yields the expression of ¢b(p,Q) by the special values of V(s,fp,gQIT )' Then
S
in a similar manner to the proof of Lemma 5.2, we obtain the desired result. Here
note that gQ has non-trivial coefficient in qP and hence we have the Euler factor
EI(P,Q) instead of E(P,Q,PO)' We now suppose that k:: ~ and n = id. Then, the
similar computation as in the proof of Th.S.l shows that

~b(p,Q) = (~ _ l)(log«b»)H(P)~p(TL/Noe(gQ![L/J]).
If ~ does not factors through ~', then by [14, Cor.l.3], we can find an integer n
prime to Lp such that a(n,9Q) r a(n,f p)' Note that ~p(hIT(n)) = a(n,fp)~p(h)
for any h. On the other hand, for h = TL/Noe(gQ![L/J]), we know that
h\T(n) = a(n,gQ)h. This shows that ~p(TL/Noe(gQI[L/J])) = O. If At is the restriction of A to hO(N;OK) (J = N) but if P Q, the same argument shows that
~p(h) = 0 for h = e(f ).
If P = Q, then L = N = J and
Q

r

~b(p,Q) :: (~ _ l)(log«b»)H(P), since ~p(fp)
Assuming

= 1.

A' = A!hO(N;OK)' we shall now prove Th.S.ld l

This finishes the proof.
•

~Ie

now eliminate the depender

on b of the function ¢b defined in Th.9.l. We choose b so that <b> gives the
topological generator u of r which we already fixed in §S. Consider the power
t
series F(X,y) € 0K[[X,Y]] such that F(s(u)u s -1, sl(u)u t -l) = 1 - SSI-'(U)u s for each s, t E 71.
and fi nite order characters s, s' : r + O~. We may show the
existence of such power series as follows: ~Je identify 7l.~ with r2 by
(s,t) t+ (us,u t ). Define functions S, T on 7l.~ by S(s,t) = us+t_l, T(s,t) = us-t.

1
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Then, we know that F(X,Y) = -T = 1 and l+Y is a unit in ~K = 0K[[Y]J.
has the expression 0' = cpb/F in the
points (P,Q)E Xalg (I)2 with k(P) >
know that for non-critical P

(X+1)/(Y+1) e 0K[[X,Y]], Note that X-V = T(l+Y)
By Th.9.1, the function O'(P,Q) as in Th.S.1d'
quotient field of I'~ I. (In fact, the set of
k(O) is dense in X(I)2.) Thus by Th.9.1, we

((X-Y)D'(P,Q))!p=O = T(Y+l)cpb(p,Q)/Flp=o = _(l+y(p))cpb(p,p) = (1+Y(P))P~1(10g(u)),
since

(X-Y)/Flp=Q

= -T(l+Y)/Tlp=Q = -(l+Y(P)).

This finishes the proof.
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